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   HE CLIMATE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CRISES are in many people’s awareness now 
thanks to the activity of recent events which have been widely reported in the 
media. These events have catalysed a sense of urgency for change, because if 
change doesn’t happen then there could be catastrophic results. The warnings 
have been there for decades ever since Rachel Carson wrote Silent Spring in the 
1960s - but we didn’t listen.

When considering what perspective could be brought from the Biodynamic Association, several 
people reckoned we should speak from our strength. This is the holistic approach to agriculture that 
is the core of biodynamics. Within the biodynamic movement the vitality of the soil is central. That 
is why the biodynamic preparations for both the compost as well as for spraying are so important. 
It has been shown through the DOK trials that the preparations help mitigate the adverse effects of 
climate change. More about this is reported on page 37.

Animal welfare is also of vital importance. This key concern we share with those who have changed 
to a vegan or vegetarian diet. This is often as a strong reaction to the intensive management and 
maltreatment of animals on modern day industrial farms.

In this issue we thus have as a focus the importance of the animals as part of the farm organism, 
not only as sentient beings but also to help maintain the fertility of the farm. Stuart Cragg, was a 
biodynamic farmer for 20 years caring for animals. He writes from that experience.

The biodynamic farm organism draws on resources from within the farm to maintain its fertility and 
life. It is preferable to allow animals to graze and avoid bought in feed (especially grain). The Pasture 
Fed Livestock Movement are very much in tune with the aspirations and practice of biodynamic 
agriculture. I feel very privileged that we have been allowed to share something of their principles 
and experiences.

Wendy Cook has been a cook and nutritionist for many a year. She gives a nutritionist’s perspective 
on veganism and what biodynamic food and farming can offer. She suggests that even our dentition 
gives a clue as to what sort of diet is best suited for human beings.

The vegan question is a bit of a mini theme within this issue as Bernard Jarman also considers the 
biodynamic preparations in the light of the rise of veganism and vegetarianism.

The BDA is currently in a celebratory mode. Just a few weeks ago saw the start of a new initiative 
– the Biodynamic Gardening Club. This has arisen from the insight that a lot of positive change can 
happen within biodynamic gardens. From my own experience managing a small allotment I see the 
enthusiasm and dedication of many small scale gardeners. The Club builds on the great success of 
the Step by Step biodynamic gardening courses, for which we are grateful to Ruskin Mill for their 
support.

Finally, I would like to thank the BDA office team (Gabriel, Paul and Jess) and Anne Phillips and 
Simon Reakes for their support with getting this issue together. Special thanks to Paul for his work 
acquiring the adverts. They help offset some of the costs that are incurred when publishing Star and 
Furrow. 

With Best wishes 
Richard Swann

T
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THE BIODYNAMIC ASSOCIATION (BDA)
The Association exists in order to support, 
promote and develop the biodynamic approach 
to farming, gardening and forestry. This unique 
form of organic growing seeks to improve the 
nutritional value of food and the sustainability  
of land by nurturing the vitality of the soil 
through the practical application of a holistic 
and spiritual understanding of nature and the 
human being. Put simply, our aim is greater 
vitality for people and planet through more 
biodynamic acres, more biodynamic food and 
more understanding of biodynamics. 

Membership is open to everyone. Our members are interested 
in working with, developing and learning about biodynamics. 
Subscription rates are £35 (for up to 2 adults per household) or 
£20 concessions. Membership income funds in part the work of 
the Association, so they are directly furthering the aims of the 
BDA; however there are also further benefits. 

Members receive a quarterly newsletter, Star and Furrow twice 
a year, early booking on training courses and events days. They 
get involved in organising and supporting biodynamic initiatives 
through the local group network and there are conferences, 
the AGM and many other events that they can attend. Many 
are supported in their own biodynamic practical work through 
advice from the Association from whom they also source their 
biodynamic preparations and books.

For information on all aspects of the Association’s work contact:
Biodynamic Association, 
OPENhouse, Painswick Inn, 
Gloucester Street, Stroud, GL5 1QG
+44 (0)1453 759501 
office@biodynamic.org.uk 
www.biodynamic.org.uk
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Planet health and gut health are dependent on soil health 
Recent scientific research1 reinforces the conviction of many 
nutritionists that there is an unbroken web linking the health 
of soils and the wider environment, with our own bodily levels 
of healthiness. Biodynamic practices can play a key part here: 
by working for healthy soils and ecosystems we can produce 
food that really is ‘wholesome’ and healthily digestible. 
Biodynamics is one of the few truly regenerative agricultural 
approaches and the only one that is a world-wide movement. 
It deserves more prominence – to become more familiar to the 
UK public. 

Chemicals in our food and our bodies 
In spite of chemical companies trying to stop the real truth 
getting out, research into agricultural chemicals commonly 
found in food, their presence in the human body and the 
levels found in urine is at last coming through2. These 
numerous chemicals cannot be good for us – this research 
shows how dramatically such residues drop when we take up 
an organic diet. More independent research on these chemicals 
and how they affect our health is still needed, but at last 
people are winning health pollution cases against Monsanto 
and Bayer, so you can be sure there is a good case against 
these poisons. These chemicals must be affecting our gut as 
they kill plants and insects and damage soil health.

Farm to fork – know where your food comes from
I encourage everybody to be more and more determined to 
know where all your food comes from (not just the lovely 
organic veg), how it is grown and what it may have been 
sprayed with or what processes it has gone through since 
harvest. Vote with your buying power. Make real choices, the 
health of our whole ecosystem and ourselves depends on our 
choices, each of us makes a difference when we buy.

Our very own Biodynamic Gardening Club – 
grow your own biodynamic food.
This is an initiative that has been building for over a year 
and has now got wings. It consists of an online forum on 
Facebook (a members only space) with webinars and quarterly 
newsletters on topical matters, tips, and recipes for produce 
coming from your garden. It aims to build a supportive 
community around gardening the biodynamic way, growing 
your own food and supporting nature in your patch. 

It had a ‘soft’ launch on 14th May and is growing 
healthily. It is supported by our BDA team, two young BD 
gardeners and an experienced biodynamic gardener, Julie 
Moore, who writes free-lance for magazines such as Kitchen 
Garden. It was the inspiration of Lynda Brown, when she was 
our BDA director, and of Jessica Standing. They have worked 
tirelessly to make it happen and now it lives - see our website3.

Biodynamic Initiative for the New Generation (BING) 
The UK version of BING is an initiative by some of our young 
BD farmers, apprentices, one is trustee, the BDA supports 
this development. It is a pan-European movement of young 
biodynamic farmers, farm students and apprentices. Our UK 
young farmers are interested in taking up the challenge of 
engaging more with each other, with biodynamic practice and 
theory and working forward with it and with the agro-ecology 
movement.

The BDA trustees hope BING will encourage engagement 
with more young people wanting to work in agriculture. We 
(and the world) need more BD farmers and growers, we are not 
meeting the need, many job ads that come through the BDA 
vacancies do not get applicants. There are also vacancies on 
most UK biodynamic trainings; however, the short courses for 
gardeners are very well attended in most parts of the country. 
Thank you to those who are leading them. 

by Gabriel Kaye
Dear Biodynamic people, 
What a great time to be alive 
– we can make a difference, be 
engaged, conscious and active, 
so let’s keep doing that. There 
are so many ways, and we enjoy 
the personal freedom to make 
many individual choices…

BDA 
Director’s 

Reflections 
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Know where your 
food comes from - 
stall at Huxhams
 Cross Farm, Devon
© Gabriel Kaye

Nature Spirits and Humans; 
meeting the elementals and others 
In May Steve Roberts hosted a conference on Nature Spirits 
and Humans in Nottingham. It was the first of its kind in the 
UK4. 

For me attending this conference was a reminder of the 
importance of all beings in our world and that to disrespect 
them is to join in the destruction of our planet. Talking to 
the ‘gremlins’ of the car or computer with love and respect 
is as important as talking to the beings of trees and plants. 
The weekend highlighted that the spirits around us, be they 
elementals or other spirits, wish to engage with humans for 
the good of the world. We need their help to co-create a better 
future was the message. We were reminded that it is time to 
listen, time to hear what they have to say. We will give more 
of a picture in the next Star and Furrow. Volunteers to write 
about this are welcome.

World Biodynamic Agriculture - Theme of the Year
The Agriculture section of the Anthroposophical Society has 
a theme each year as a focus. This year it is the spiritual 
in agriculture. We can take this to mean many things and 
from many perspectives; many of these will be explored 
next February; in the meantime we can cogitate or study 
what it means for us. The next Agriculture conference at the 
Goetheanum in Dornach will be 5-8 Feb 2020.

The nature of each person’s spiritual experiences differs, 
some will have experiences in the working application of the 
Agricultural Course, others will come to visions of spiritual 
perceptions, or may meet elementals in the nature. 

What is called the ‘Agriculture Course’ in English, is in 
German the “Spiritual-scientific Foundations for a flourishing 
agriculture”. That phrase gives a such a different feel! Rudolf 
Steiner said “... we can see how necessary it is to derive forces 
from the spirit ... so that human life on Earth can continue 
at all, since as physical beings we depend on what the Earth 
provides.” Let’s explore more of this at our BDA conference 
too.

BDA Conference and AGM
The staff and trustees of the BDA are preparing a biodynamic 
conference on 26-27 October 2019. The title is Health, 
Harmony and Holism - food, farming and gardening for 
our future. Health, Harmony and Holism are three qualities 
that biodynamic work supports, enables and develops, all 
three are interdependent and mutually supportive and 
essential to our work. We will explore these through keynote 
speeches, workshops and discussion. 

We will focus on inspirational and practical farming, on 
home gardening, on bees, nature and water, on associative 
economy and supply-chain development, as well as looking at 
what supports a healthy biodynamic farm (BD theory, world 
view and nature spirits …..). 

It will be a time for inspiration, sharing our developing 
biodynamic practice, meeting old friends and new, with 
some entertainment in the evening. Do join us at the Ruskin 
Mill Glass House in Stourbridge, where we will be offered 
food coming from their own farms. (It does not have onsite 
accommodation so participants will need to find their own.) 
Buy your tickets now (see our online shop). We are very 
grateful for the sponsorship from Ruskin Mill for the venue. 
We are still looking for some sponsorship to support assisted 
places and costs for speakers so that we can keep the tickets 
affordable for all – some concessions are available.

We want to give space for our ‘farmers of the future’ to 
work together and will be offering bursaries for agriculture 
students.

The AGM will be held on the first day of the conference 
from 10 to 11am on Saturday 26th October. We will concisely 
address the report on activities and finances, elections and 
statutory requirements. The conference itself will start at 
11.30 with a welcome, introductions and a keynote speech. We 
hope many of you will join us for both.

Staff team
At last we have a real team. I take this opportunity to say how 
deeply I appreciate my fellow team members here in our small 
BDA office. 

Many readers know that Jessica Standing has been a 
stalwart for twenty years. She truly holds the values and 
destiny of the BDA in her heart. Without her the BD Gardening 
Club would not have come into being. Jessica has also been 
leading the work with our technical support people to get a 
new CRM/database up and running. 

Richard Swann continues to bring Star and Furrow into 
existence, and we are finding more of a team to work with 
him, this is creative work. We thank advisers, proofreaders, 
photographers and our design-page setter for all their work to 
support S&F.

Paul Rainger is our new Communications and Fundraising 
director. He is settling well into the job and the complexities 
of biodynamics. He has helped launch the Gardening Club, is 
working with our social media, and bit by bit improving our 
‘look’ and communications in many ways. 

The new marketing and supply-chain manager should 
be in post by the time you read this. They will be a welcome 
addition to the team too. See the Land and Economy article.

I am enjoying the challenge of leading the BDA forward, 
and I thank all our members for your support.

Gabriel Kaye 
Executive Director

1 https://steemit.com/science/@reddust/soil-and-gut-health
2 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0013935119300246
3 https://www.biodynamic.org.uk/garden/#bd-garden-club
4 https://www.naturespiritsconference.com/talks-and-speakers 
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WITH THE LAUNCH OF our 
new Biodynamic Gardening 
Club, Star & Furrow asked 

Alyce Biddle, one of the Sheffield 
participants in this year’s ‘Step-by-
Step Introduction to Biodynamic 
Gardening’ courses to tell us about 
her home grown journey and her first 
impressions of the course.

I began gardening with my partner 
when we first moved into a house which had 
a small garden attached to it. As renters, we 
just kept a few pots and large sacks for growing things like 
potatoes and courgettes. We had some success – but, as we 
were only there for a year before leaving the country again to 
travel, it was a short lived thing.

So, when we moved to Sheffield, we soon decided to take 
on an allotment. Now, we’ve got one year growing under our 

By Alyce Biddle

belt and we’re bouncing into our second 
off the back of last year’s hot summer – 
which gave us grapes, berries and fruits 
from our inherited trees and vines on 
the plot (which may have given us false 
confidence...). 

Living in Sheffield and having a 
more permanent base has meant we’ve 

been able to make more conscious decisions 
about what we eat, too. As well as growing 

our own food, we get a veg box made up of 
locally grown produce. It was through this that 

we first heard of Biodynamic Growing. Speaking to our local 
greengrocer, Barra Organics (now a biodynamic certified shop), 
we were told more about this conscious way of growing and 
decided to do the Step-by-Step course. 

Finding a way to counter low-taste, high-waste 
commercial mass-produced food was really important. Having 
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The Biodynamic Association is on a mission
to bring biodynamics to gardeners, home
growers and allotments.

Planet friendly plots, combating
climate change, benefiting nature
and growing great food.

Become part
of it today:
www.biodynamic.org.uk/garden

our own plot was helping, but it was still hard to get away 
from huge garden centres selling floor-to-ceiling high pallets 
of compost bagged in plastic and plastic tubs of fertilisers and 
pest killers. I knew I wanted to garden more holistically, and 
that everything I needed to do could be found within nature 
and done in harmony with it.

Lessons from the course, 
such as the importance of 
knowing your soil and being in 
relationship with it, have already 
impacted the way we’re growing 
on our plot this year. We’re always 
thinking about the health of our 
soil, and how we can support 
it by what we add (and what 
we take away!). We’re using 
biodynamic seeds instead of F1 
varieties, and hopefully will be 
able to grow from our own seed 
next year.

Spending time gardening 
is powerfully therapeutic. A few 
hours heavy digging and pressing 
seeds into soil will bring my 
mind and body back as one, like 
nothing else will. The Biodynamic 
lessons are practical instruction 
based in an earthly and cosmic 
spirituality which bring you into 
closer connection with the earth and the land you’re taking 
from. For me, this has been the most captivating aspect of the 
course so far. 

I’m really excited to see what the rest of the course has 
to teach me!

n Alyce will be back in the next issue of Star & Furrow 
to tell us more of what she’s learnt on the biodynamic 
gardening course.

n The ‘Step-by-Step Introduction to Biodynamic  
Gardening’ courses were held at six Ruskin Mill Trusts 

across the UK this year in 
Gloucestershire, West Midlands,  
West Wales, Sheffield, North 
Yorkshire & Cumbria.  
If you are interested in 
attending a 2020 course  
email:  
office@biodynamic.org.uk

n Our new Biodynamic 
Gardening Club is a vibrant 
online gardening community 
for everyone curious about the 
biodynamic ‘mindful’ approach 
to growing in restorative and 
regenerative ways that help 
combat climate change and 
lead to long-lasting positive 
health. The Club offers: n 
Quarterly seasonal online 
e-newsletter n Members-only 
Facebook page where members 
can share experience, tips, 

advice. n Dedicated gardening website section, and online 
resource library n Interactive webinars with experts in 
their field n Member events.  
Join today here:  
https://www.biodynamic.org.uk/garden/#bd-garden-club
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The following is an extract from a recently published
book on Compost Teas by Eric Fisher. It is from the chapter 
on Feed Preparations It is reproduced and slightly adapted 
here with kind permission of the publisher.
There is a review of the book on page 46 (Ed)

IF YOU FOLLOW GOOD ORGANIC PRACTICE for a basic 
level of soil fertility, many of the concerns with 
nutrients and their availability have been addressed 

in a holistic way that bypasses the necessity of tinkering 
with the finer details. In previous chapters in the book we 
introduced how to assess what may be lacking in your soil 
and in then we looked at the cycles of some of the most 
important nutrients. In this chapter we hope to replenish 
many of the nutrients removed by harvesting and other 
causes with various preparations to furnish your plants 
with what they need, but before we proceed, we need 

to consider some issues with 
chlorine.

CHLORINE ISSUES 
This only applies to people 
using tap water; if you are 
using rainwater, which is 
recommended, you can discount 
this section entirely.
Chlorine is used in domestic 

water supplies to kill pathogens 
within pipes. The amount of chlorine 
in drinking water varies and for public 
health must be between 0.5 ppm and 
2 ppm. Laboratory studies indicate 
that even at these levels it can disrupt 
or kill some beneficials. For instance it 

Making compost
tea for your garden
By Eric Fisher

was found that rotifers (beneficial) were stunned at 2 ppm of 
chlorine. A small amount of chlorine in your feeds will not be 
disastrous and it is an essential element to most organisms in 
trace amounts, but why have damaging amounts there when it 
can be easily removed? 

The simplest solution is to pour out your water, leave it 
open overnight and agitate it in sunlight as the UV rays will 
help the chlorine to disperse. The ‘aquarium method’ of adding 
various potions to your water to disperse the chlorine is not 
recommended because it introduces chemicals to your brew 
with uncertain effects and is something of an overkill. 

A more challenging problem related to chlorine is 
chloramine. This substance does not disperse when exposed 
to air like chlorine. There are two methods, one costly and 
one free, but not quite so effective. The costly answer is to 
pass your water through a carbon filter. The process is as 
simple as buying the product and pouring it through your 
filter. Some may consider the use of carbon filters as overly 
elaborate and unnecessary because the chloramines work by 
attaching themselves to organic matter,so if chloramines come 
into contact with vermicasts or compost this substance will be 
removed by a small sacrifice of living organic matter. Hence 
the more cost effective method would be to mix in some 
organic matter then strain the solution. For the purist this is 
not acceptable; they want the best possible environment for 
their microherds to thrive in, but - realistically no one should 
lose sleep over their preparation being contaminated by 
chloramines. 
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An important variety is Russian 
comfrey or Bocking 14, which unlike 
the wild plant does not set seed. 
Comfrey (Symphytum officinale) is a 
perennial and grows up to 1.5m. It is 
rich in phosphorus and potassium so 
it is very good for fruiting plants such 
as tomatoes, cucumbers and peppers. 
Comfrey is also a useful source of 
manganese, calcium, iron and cobalt. 

It is one of the most popular 
support plants for organic gardeners 
and with good reason. Comfrey makes 
an excellent forage for bees and can be 
used as a top dressing and as a compost 
activator. It also makes an excellent 
barrier against encroaching weeds and 
its size offers possibilities as a wind 
shield. Comfrey is known as a dynamic 
accumulator because it can draw 
nutrients from deep within the soil.

INSTRUCTIONS 
Steep 1kg of comfrey leaves in a sack 
with 10 litres of water. Cover but do not 
seal, stirring every couple of days. Leave 
for 10 days. Dilute 7 parts water to 1 
part feed for foliar applications. For root 
feeds it can be used undiluted using a 
container sunk into the ground.

CONCENTRATED COMFREY EXTRACT 
As an alternative to the steeping method 
an extract can also be prepared which 
does not require any water. It can be 
stored for up to six months and does 
not smell as pungently as the steeped 
comfrey. You simply need a container 
with a small hole in the base and a 
collecting vessel as shown in the diagram 
above. It is important to cover the vessel 
to protect it from UV light or it will 
compromise the breakdown process. It 
has been known to use an old bath with 
a carpet thrown over for this method.

To get things started, stuff comfrey 
leaves into the hole and then add more 
leaves and press them down well. Place a 
collecting vessel below the hole. Within 
a few days the dark comfrey extract will 
start to drip into the vessel.

Leave to drip into the collecting 
vessel for 14 days when it can be sealed. 
For foliar application dilute 10 parts 
water to 1 part feed. For root feeds it can 
be used 2 parts water to 1 part feed.

For the organic grower the stinging 
nettle (Urtica dioica) is much underrated 
as the living plant is an excellent 
support plant for beneficial insects.
This perennial is used by ladybirds for 
laying their eggs and is also popular with 
butterflies. Nettles make a nutritional 
general purpose feed with high nitrogen, 
potassium, calcium, magnesium, sulphur 
and iron, but low phosphorus. Nettle 
tea is useful on its own but is improved 
further when mixed with something high 
in phosphorus such as comfrey. 

Anecdotal reports suggest that 
nettle can enhance the growth of 
neighbouring plants, intensify their 
essential oil content and thereby  
increase the plants’ aromatic/insect 
repellent qualities.

INSTRUCTIONS 
With gloves (!) and shears, tear up 2kg 
of leaves. As they are very fibrous this 
will increase the surface area and help 
them break down. Place in a hessian sack 
with 10 litres of water. Cover loosely and 
stir every couple of days for 10 days. Use 
after three weeks. 

For foliar application dilute 6 parts 
water to 1 part feed. For root feeds it can 
be used 3 parts water to 1 part feed.

With this tea you get the best of both 
worlds with a good balance of macro and 
micronutrients. The nettles bump up the 
nitrogen levels and the comfrey bumps 
up the phosphorus – this mix is highly 
recommended as a general purpose 
feed. An additional advantage is that 
in the UK comfrey and nettles are very 
abundant. 

INGREDIENTS 
0.5kg nettles
0.5kg comfrey

INSTRUCTIONS 
It is somewhat redundant to suggest that 
when picking nettles wear gloves or you 
will get stung. Also use gloves for the 
comfrey because although the fine hairs 
don’t have the same jolt as nettles they 
still irritate the skin. Chop up the nettles 
as in the solo nettle preparation.

Put the 0.5kg of nettles in a sack 
with 10 litres of water and cover loosely. 
Stir every couple of days for 10 days. 
Pick 0.5kg of fresh comfrey, tear it up 
roughly and put it in the sack with the 
nettles. Stir every two days for another 
seven days. For foliar application dilute 6 
parts water to 1 part feed. For root feeds 
it can be use 3 parts water to 1 part feed.

Comfrey 
tea

Stinging nettle 
tea

Comfrey and 
nettle tea

Set-up apparatus 
for Comfrey extract

Eric Fisher Msc, Bsc (Hons) was born in North Yorkshire, has a degree in 
Environmental Science from Plymouth University and a masters in Technology from 
Cranfield University. He owns a small permaculture orchard where he practices cider 
making and worm farming. He has an interest in trading cryptocurrencies and a love 
of being outdoors in nature.

Publishers note: This is an extract from Compost Teas for the Organic Grower by 
Eric Fisher, published by Permanent Publications. It is currently available from the 
publisher’s online store with 10% off the RRP: https://shop.permaculture.co.uk/
compost-teas-for-the-organic-grower.html
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I          RECENTLY VISITED the Natural & Organic Products 
show in London and was struck by the fact that about 
a quarter of the exhibitor floor space was dedicated to 

‘free from’ products: vegan, vegetarian as well as ethically 
sourced. I interpreted this as an expression of modern 
conscientious consumer choice, where we are voting for 
what we believe in, and the world we want to create, by 
the choices we make at the checkout.

It is admirable that people are beginning to turn away 
from inexpensive, poor quality factory farmed food, and look 
for alternatives. Everyone has their own perspective as a 
“conscientious consumer” and factors such as healthy diet, 
animal welfare, ethics and food miles all create a very complex 
picture. However, running through all these concerns is 
sustainability.

If we are to choose to move towards sustainable food 
production methods, we could all help make this possible by 
becoming more aware of the relative merits of our different 
conscientious choices. With a deeper understanding of our 
farming heritage and emerging regenerative agricultural 
methods, it may be helpful for consumers to appreciate 
the role animals play in supporting our environment and 
biodiversity to create a resilient ecosystem to secure our future 
food.

We are being told to make drastic cuts in our 
consumption of meat in order to address global warming and 
environmental destruction. This is no doubt good advice and 
it is clear that this reduction is necessary, however it has 
left many people confused about what they should eat to be 

healthy and have a sustainable lifestyle.
Is turning our backs on regenerative mixed farming, 

and choosing to eat more products from distant industrially 
farmed maize, palm oil, soya and grain, really the answer? Or 
should we embrace a combination of reducing the meat in our 
diets, whilst developing local modern mixed farming systems 
using livestock and fertility building rotational methods to 
build organic matter in soils which capture carbon, encourage 
biodiversity and keep our soils alive and fertile for future 
generations? 

We should, at the very least, question the ethics of 
driving up demand for crops that require high inputs of 
industrial poisons, while demonising sustainable forms of 
livestock farming that can restore soils and biodiversity, and 
sequester carbon.

Over the last half a century many of our diverse species-
rich pastures have been lost; ploughed up and replaced with 
high yielding monocultures resulting in biodiversity loss, 
soil loss, and resilience loss. In contrast, a balanced number 
of pasture fed animals on diverse legume-rich pastures can 
be used to help our grasslands recover and allow the whole 
ecosystem from soil organisms to small animals, insects 
and birds to regain their state of health which supports a 
sustainable food production system. 

The presence of animals is clearly not the only solution; 
we need to make other changes to the way we farm and 
arguably there is justification for rethinking the way we 

By Stuart Cragg, Berni Courts and Julia Wright

Relationship and 
Respect for the Animal 
on Biodynamic farms
Responding to consumer trends and popular opinion.
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organise our farm land in terms of rewilding, more forestry 
and growing less grain for animal feed. However, animals 
may be an important part of the solution. 

Biodynamic agriculture places the animal at the heart 
of its principles. The recent consumer trends present an 
interesting dilemma for biodynamics. How does a movement 
which consciously works with all aspects of mineral-plant-
animal find common ground and engage in the debate?

I would suggest that biodynamics has much more in 
common with the conscientious consumer movement, than 
it does with industrial farming. For this reason, biodynamics 
is already closely aligned with such ideals, and has actually 
been developing solutions for almost 100 years already. 

In this sense biodynamics could present itself as 
the middle way, situated between the extreme opposites 
of urban consumers who may be feeling disconnected to 
their food production, and the huge industrial agricultural 
industries. 

Biodynamics is in the unique position of being able 
to educate and demonstrate that animals have a role in the 
future of regenerative agriculture, and they can be held 
in the highest regard and treated with the utmost respect 
within a balanced farm organism.

Stuart Cragg is Manager of Demeter UK and BDA 
Certification

In the following two pieces, Berni Courts and Julia 
Wright present their personal thoughts from different 
perspectives about animals, Biodynamics and the future.

Berni Courts
In this article, I explore the way in which regenerative 
agriculture can foster consumer choice. I bring particular 
focus on the rearing of animals on farms and the role that 
this can enact in education to promote the emergence of 
a more ecologically active consumer. The rise of veganism 
is commendable, as it reflects a growing consciousness to 
disassociate from the industrialised in- humane aspects of 
animal production that creates trauma, disease, pollution, 
waste and greenhouse emissions. 

I submit here that in the last 100 years, biodynamic 
methods have included animals as a valued and integral 
factor of farm holdings. This offers a different perspective and 
encounter with animals to that of industrial scale agriculture, 
whilst also extending opportunities to research practice and 
improve ecology on our farms. Biodynamic farms provide all 
of this in the rich vein of sustainability and compassion that 
many people are now seeking.

In 2015, the global biodynamic community at the 
Goetheanum Agriculture conference considered the question, 
“How do we accompany animals with dignity into the future?” 
As a biodynamic practitioner, an educator and researcher 
at Ruskin Mill Trust, this question spoke to me then, as 
it continues to do now. Rudolf Steiner was clear that for 
a biodynamic holding to function, and aspire to be a self-
sustaining organism, animals, especially cows, have several 
important roles in assisting with creating a farm’s individuality 
and in contributing to the forces of nutrition required in our 
food. With such benevolence from the animal participants on 
our farms, why would we treat them with anything other than 
dignity? 

Unfortunately, the practice of industrialised agriculture 
has created terms such as “livestock units”, reducing animals 
entirely to being an output in the economy of a farm. In 
contrast, on a biodynamic farm, it becomes possible to regard 
the animals (within an ecology that serves the land, the plants 
and the community that they contribute to) as a reflection of 
the health of the organism.

The issue of death and slaughter, whilst an inevitability, 
is not the sole result of” livestock unit “production. On a 
biodynamic farm, slaughter becomes part of the cycle of 
fertility and regeneration, leading to a deep respect for the 
influence that each animal has brought to the farm; moreover, 
the farm community. By including animals on our farms, we 
build relationships and attachment with them that allow us to 
study their characteristics better. 

Because of this, we consciously create environments 
that acknowledge the behaviours and being of each species. 
We strive for their health by establishing eco-systems with 
natural resilience. We value the manures they produce by 
treating them with deference and ritual. We offer thanks 
when we take the life of an animal, often celebrating the 
meat in a community event, often returning the financial 
proceeds back to the upkeep of the animal group. In such an 
organisation, there is a high degree of respect, which connects 
the human community involved to the abundance of nature. 
This abundance includes the living soil and plants, the wild © 
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and domestic animals, birds and invertebrates, as well as the 
tangible rhythms of the cosmos. Our working relationship 
with animals on a biodynamic farm connects together 
the phenomena of the natural cycles for us to participate 
consciously in nature. 

The young people at Ruskin Mill learn by living into this 
biodynamic ecology. They meet with a series of connected 
conditions that support life and which role model authenticity, 
resilience and regeneration. When working with animals you 
can only move with them. Do anything else and the same 
creatures react with fight, flight or fright. Trust becomes 
reciprocal as students encounter new experiences whilst 
becoming more eco-literate, establishing fresh emotional 
coordinates. These personal developments connect positively 
to their environment and create a sense of belonging so social 
relationships can emerge in the community’s ecology.

Animals pull us right into the moment, and when we 
treat them with respect and care, we can regard them as an 
energetic, functioning organ of the farm organism to which 
we also belong. The animal groups are part of the whole. As 
farmers, we aspire to meet their needs so they can give their 
essence to the vitality of the farm.

The animals keep us busy, routined and animated in our 
planning, senses and deeds. They allow us to experience with 
humility that as humans we are not the pinnacle of evolution. 
There is a refined specialism in the creatures that we work 
with. Accordingly, when we look at the metabolism of the 
cow for its complex ability to convert the carbohydrates in 
the pastures, using a highly refined internalised fermentation 
process, into bodily proteins and the form of a cow, we can 
begin to educate ourselves further about the wondrous 
workings of nature. This is possible by being with them, not by 
studying them from afar.

I have no doubt that animals civilise us. When working 
with students, we need to be calm, quiet, and attentive 
to contribute to the work at hand. This is an act of one 
community working for another community. This is a paradigm 
for a better world.

Climate change is the most serious issue of our day. At 
Ruskin Mill, we have farmed for 30 years in such a way that 
begins to address some of the cultural challenges implicit in 
the climate conscious agriculture that we require today.

A seed to table curriculum ensures that the most 
important product from the animals is not their meat but their 
manure and the fertility and potential that it brings to raising 
biodynamic vegetables and the creation of good nutrition for 
our student and staff community.

It is probably naïve to think that meat will disappear 
completely from our diets. The need for a plant- based dietary 
future needs to be introduced and promoted gradually by 
education. By tuning our farms to produce meat that is cooked 
and served communally to our staff and students just once 
a week, we have consciously reduced meat consumption and 
increased the consumption of plants. We can only educate 
in such a way by having animals on our farms and in our 
curriculum. The animals are a living demonstration of how this 
aspect of nature should be included in a regenerative form of 
agriculture and the consumption of food.

As a concluding thought, people often ask how our 
students feel when they have helped to rear an animal 
and then loaded it into a trailer to go to the abattoir. It 
varies. Some salivate at the thought of home-reared bacon. 
They know the type of life that the animals have led, have 
contributed to their welfare, and know exactly where their 
meat is coming from. For me personally, the greatest success 
is those who choose to become vegetarian, even if only for a 
short time. Educationally, the animals in the farm curriculum 
have raised consciousness and allowed each student to create 
a decision to continue to reflect upon thoughtfully. In doing 
this, they can become part of the global change that each 
citizen needs to make now, so that this planet can continue 
to provide into the future for the life that we all need her to 
sustain.

Berni Courts is a biodynamic farmer 
& senior researcher for Ruskin Mill Trust
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Julia Wright 
Biodynamic philosophy considers not only the material world 
but also the invisible, energetic and spiritual dimensions, 
and this has implications for the presence of livestock on 
the farm. For example, some of the biodynamic preparations 
include the use of animal parts – such as stags’ bladders and 
cows’ horns, and these are present not only for material, 
technical reasons but also to enable an alchemic process that 
brings together mineral, plant and animal in a way that brings 
fertility and balance to the earth. The cow horn in particular 
helps to concentrate energy of sun and light from the cosmos 
into the manure. In fact even materially, the cow’s horn is a 
sense organ with its own blood stream, and is connected to its 
sinuses which allows air to circulate through the bone. This is 
turn plays a part in the cow’s health as well as the quality of 
digestion. So the practise of disbudding is viewed as cruel and 
it is not practiced in biodynamic systems.

From an agroecological perspective, animals are part of a 
natural system, performing many intrinsic functions including 
seed dispersal, biomass recycling, soil fertility building, 
clearing undergrowth for light penetration, and so on. It would 
be unnatural to be devoid of animals in a system. In terms 
of global food systems and feeding our populations, research 
shows that we already produce more than enough food to feed 
the world and we can produce a lot more. Meat consumption 
will need to be reduced - which is in fact healthy - but does 
not need to be eliminated.

Having animals does not mean that we have to harm 
them of course - we can be vegan or vegetarian consumers 
whilst still incorporating them into a farming system for 
fertility building, draft power, human therapy, biodynamic 
preparations, and so on, and we can treat them as partners, 
with love, respect and appreciation just as we would a human 
being (hopefully). Avoiding consumption of animal products 
is, overall, healthy, although according to Ayruvedic principles 
there are some body types that thrive on such yang foods and 
do poorly on vegan diets. On the other hand, even though our 
dental history indicates that we are omnivores, that does not 
mean that we need to continue to be, if we choose otherwise, 

and some biblical and other references indicate that we may 
have originally been whole-brain fruitarians and could work 
our way back to that state of balance. 

This touches on what perhaps is the intrinsic issue for 
many vegans, that whatever our past, would not our ideal 
future be for a land where we love all animals and treat 
them as friends, and therefore do not devour them? My 
own sense, for the moment, is of an alternative worldview, 
whereby animals are co-evolving with humans, and within 
this are collaborating physically and metaphysically. As with 
indigenous cultures then, we may work with and even use or 
consume animal parts and products if we do so consciously, 
in cooperation, and with respect, and this may also be part of 
the animal’s evolutionary pathway. My guess is that the more 
conscious we become, the less we will ‘need’ to eat animal 
products, and the less we will need to rebalance the land with 
animal-based products. But we’re not there yet.

Julia Wright is Chair of Council of the BDA and Associate 
Professor in the Centre for Agroecology, Water and Resilience at 
Coventry University, with 30 years’ experience in international 
agricultural development.
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The future is 
Pasture for Life – 
come and join us!
By Sara Gregson

Biodynamic Farming share some of the same aspirations as the 
Pasture-Fed Livestock Association. In fact several biodynamic 
farmers are members. The following article, which was 
originally published in Beef Farmer magazine, gives an 
excellent introduction to their work and the 
benefits of Pasture 
for Life beef, 
lamb and 
dairy. (Ed)
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THE PASTURE-FED LIVESTOCK ASSOCIATION is a group 

of positive, innovative farmers who seek to produce 
uniquely flavoursome and healthy meat and dairy 

products from animals that eat just grasses, wildflowers 
and herbs.

The natural diet for ruminant livestock is grazed plants; 
principally grass and the accompanying herbs and legumes 
found in diverse pastures. However, most livestock production 
today is based upon the inclusion of grains. 

Whilst boosting production, the inclusion of concentrate 
feed in a ruminant’s diet can bring a number of costs in terms 
of the quality of the produce, the environmental impact and 
also the standard of animal welfare. 

SMALL BEGINNINGS
The idea for the Pasture-Fed Livestock Association (PFLA) arose 
in 2010, when a small group of British farmers decided to join 
together to extol the wide-ranging benefits of producing meat 
from animals fed exclusively on pasture.

Since then, through the hard work of its volunteer 
directors and members, the Association has developed into an 
active, credible organisation that successfully champions the 
virtues of grass-based farming. It has 350 members, mainly 
farmers and 1,000 supporters, mainly consumers.

Run as a Community Interest Company (CIC) since 2011, 

the membership includes farmers, butchers, retailers and 
consumers – all with a passion to increase the supply and 
market for pastured, grain-free meat and dairy. Sixty per cent 
of the farmer members are organic.

A set of certification standards has been developed 
to define what Pasture for Life Farming really means. Sixty 
Certified Farmers who adhere to these rules market their meat 
and dairy products under the ‘Pasture for Life’ brand and use 
the Pasture for Life certification rosette in their promotions.

The Pasture for Life brand is the first fully audited, 
formally registered certification mark in the UK to guarantee 
the integrity of 100% grass-fed beef, lamb and dairy.

Outlets that sell ‘Pasture for Life’ beef, lamb and dairy 
are publicised on the pastureforlife.org.uk website and in 
other promotional campaigns.

The PFLA is an active membership organisation. It 
runs a well-used active Internet discussion forum that offers 
support and information to farmers every day, from what 
seeds to sow to how to package and send out online sales, 
allowing knowledge to be pooled and acted upon. 

There is also an annual study tour, which visits two or 
three Pasture for Life farms and farmer-to-farmer training, for 
example there is a current project being run in the uplands in 
Cumbria and Exmoor.
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WHAT IS PASTURE FOR LIFE FARMING?
Pasture for Life represents a distinct method of farming 
whereby ruminant livestock is raised exclusively upon 
pasture. 

The produce is distinct to the areas from where it is 
farmed. At tastings run at restaurants across the country, 
where similar cuts of beef are all cooked identically, the 
flavours of the countryside in which they grew comes through 
– be it from species-rich meadows in Cornwall, the limestone 
pavements of the Yorkshire Dales or Kentish woodlands. 

The Pasture for Life Certification Mark provides a trusted 
means of clearly identifying this produce and its integrity at 
the point of sale. Every bit of certified meat can be tracked 
by scanning a QR code on its packaging, using a smartphone 
or by entering a code onto the Pasture for Life website, right 
back to the farm and animal it came from. This provides total 
transparency from birth to death.

Pasture for Life beef and dairy is:
n Healthier than that from animals fed grains
Research shows that it has lower total and saturated fat 
content, more good fats like omega-3 fatty acids that can 
help humans fight diseases. It also has more vitamins like 
vitamins B and E and minerals such as potassium, calcium and 
magnesium
n Environmentally-friendly with flower-rich meadows 
filled with insects, birds and mammals 
This type of farming also rejuvenates worn-out soils and 
keeps streams and rivers clean, while catching and holding 
floodwaters after storms. It also has a low carbon footprint 
and there is no reliance on imported feeds such as soya from 
South America, which is often grown on sites of brutally 
cleared rainforest.
n Animal-friendly
Livestock fed on a natural diet of grass and pasture are less 
stressed, live longer and tend to be more fertile than those 
fed grain during key stages in their lives.
n Farmer-friendly
This is a natural and rewarding approach to cattle farming 
with fairer financial returns due to much lower costs and for 
producing high quality food.

CAN IT BE DONE?
The PFLA brings together British farmers committed to 
producing high quality food in a more natural way.

But it recognises that it is hard to stop feeding cereals 
to livestock, if that is what has always been done. Making a 
living from farming livestock is never easy – but work done 
by the PFLA, shows that those that make the most of pasture 
can be profitable.

Two years ago, beef farmer members submitted their 
farm costings, which were then compared to the AHDB 
Stocktake figures. See Table 1.

Table 1: COMPARISON FIGURES FOR 
PASTURE FOR LIFE BEEF FINISHING 
AND AHDB STOCKTAKE 
(April 2014 to March 2015) 
£/HEAD   

Stocktake Stocktake  
  Non-SDA  Non-SDA
 PFLA Average 16-24 months Over 24 months
Gross output 1,909.54 1,211.10 1,219.68
Gross output less 
Replacement Costs 1,303.57 593.86 722.93
Feed and 
forage costs 32.12 283.48 248.34
Vet and med 10.44 15.91 14.53
Other variable 
costs, e.g. bedding, 
ear tags 132.79 96.65 94.07
Total variable costs 175.35 396.04 356.94
Gross Margin/head 1,128.22 197.82 365.99
Total fixed costs
(before rent) 561.33 351.60 450.39
Net Margin/head 
(before rent) 566.89 -153.78 -84.40
Stocking rate (LU/ha) 1.0 1.7 1.4
12-24 month = 
0.65LU (head/ha) 1.5 2.6 2.2
Indicative Net 
margin/ha 
(before rent) 828.00 -401.00 -181.46
Average herd size 25 63 54
Herds in sample 3 31 17
Number of full 
grazing weeks 31 18 30
Average age at 
start (days) 310 213 189
Average age at
sale (days) 700 23 623
(months) 21 761 25
Total DM 
concentrate feed 
fed (kg/head) 0 1,151 737
Average liveweight 
at start (kg) 239 279 223
Average liveweight 
at sale (kg) 622 605 609
Daily liveweight 
gain (kg/day) 0.9 0.8 0.7
Liveweight sale 
price finished (£/kg 
liveweight) 3.07 1.99 1.99
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The PFLA sample included two organic producers who 
sell much of their premium Pasture for Life beef direct 
to consumers, as well as one conventional farmer selling 
deadweight to a processor. These routes to market are reflected 
in the healthy output figure per head. This coupled with very 
low variable costs results in a substantial gross margin.

The PFLA figures show the margins achievable when 
involved in direct marketing to the public. If finished stock is 
sold liveweight at the industry average of £1.99/kg (at March 
2015), a gross output of £632/head would be seen. If the 
average fixed costs of £352 were achieved, with direct selling 
costs removed, the net margin would fall to £105/head. This is 
still significantly higher than the industry average.

By selecting the right breeds with the most suitable 
genetics, coupled with good grassland management, Pasture 
for Life farmers can rival the performance achieved by the top 
third of producers.

The results are presented in a booklet Pasture for Life It 
can be done, available to download from www.pastureforlife.
org . This booklet is due to be updated in 2019.

FUTURE SUPPORT
The PFLA is optimistic that post-Brexit agricultural support 
might favour its members and has been strongly lobbying 
Defra and government ministers throughout the past two 
years. 

It feels that Pasture for Life farmers are providing many 
of the types of ‘Public Goods’ government ministers have been 
talking about, be it bio-diverse pastures which are home to 
many butterflies and bees, healing worn-out soils, providing 
catchments for storm waters or producing high quality, 
healthy food. 

The Annual General Meeting in 2017 was opened with a 
video of support recorded by the Minister of State, Farming, 
Fisheries and Food George Eustice MP.

He had visited a Pasture for Life farmer earlier in the 
year and said he was very interested in pasture-fed livestock 
systems, because of the advantages for animal welfare, the 
environment and human health. In the video he said:

“There are a number of great opportunities and I think 
there is a real chance for us to present these as part of a 
package, where we try to incentivise and support pasture-
based livestock systems.”

And at the Oxford Real Farming Conference, PFLA board 
members had lunch with the Right Honourable Michael Gove MP 
after his question and answer session in the packed main hall.

The appointment of Bill Wiggin MP as chairman of the 
PFLA board further strengthens the organisation’s links with 
what is going on at Westminster.

IS THERE DEMAND?
One of the main barriers cattle farmers see to giving up grain 
is that there appears to be little demand for 100% pasture-fed 
meat and dairy. 

But this may be due to the fact there is poor 
understanding amongst consumers about exactly how cattle 
are fed – with many not realising that grain is being offered in 
many cases.

However, there does seem to be a burgeoning consumer 
movement, with people taking more of an interest in where 
meat and dairy comes from. The tide may be turning. Once 
they understand that Pasture for Life cattle have never eaten 
cereals, they do make an effort to find products from 100% 
grass-fed animals.

The PFLA has run several tasting events at restaurants 
and food festivals across the country. 

At these events, up to four identical cuts of beef are 
prepared and cooked at the same time and then tasted by the 
diners. Every piece of Pasture for Life meat tastes exceptional 
and every piece tastes different – reflecting the type of 
pasture and landscape the animal has been grazing. 

Diners are always surprised when told about how Pasture 
for Life farming differs from conventional production and are 
keen to know where to buy it. Searching a map on the Pasture 
for Life website is the easiest way to find out where to buy.

Many of the certified Pasture for Life farmers sell their 
meat online in box schemes. Many have consumers on long 
waiting lists, which they email when the next beef cuts will be 
ready for collection or couriered for home delivery. 

Pasture for Life has also received attention from 
television, radio and consumer magazines, including a nine-
minute slot on BBC CountryFile, many appearances on Radio 
4’s Farming Today and in magazines like Country Living, The 
Field and Borough Market’s Market Life.

PROVIDING THE EVIDENCE
Supporting beef and dairy farmers to give up feeding grain takes 
time, bringing many pieces of information together to provide 
compelling reasons why they should do it. The PFLA has been 
instrumental to many of its members in achieving this.

Apart from the economic benefits associated with lower 
production costs, the motivation of many farmers who choose 
to farm to this way is a recognition that it also contributes 
positively to both the environment and farm animal welfare.

Figures from a survey carried out in 2018 showed that 
64% of PFLA farmer-members (beef and sheep) had noted 
improvements in grassland species diversity, and 66% of 
respondents had noted significant, positive improvements 
to the health of their livestock since adopting a pasture-fed 
approach (Table 2). No respondents reported any negative 
impacts.

The PFLA is also involved in significant scientific 
studies, which will provide further proof of the economic, 
environmental and animal welfare advantages in the next two 
to three years.

 The Sustainable Economic and Ecological Grazing 
Systems – learning from Innovative Practitioners (SEEGSLIP) 
project is being led by the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology 
and aims to evaluate the ecological, agronomic and social 
impacts of pasture-fed livestock. This three year project is 

Table 2: ACTIVITY/CHANGES BROUGHT 
ABOUT BY ADOPTING A PASTURE FOR LIFE 
APPROACH TO FARMING

Activity/changes %
Were previously buying or growing 
cereals for animal feed 64
Reduced antibiotic use 53
Reduced wormer use 46
Reduced vet bills 51
Improved health of animals 66
Longer grazing season (definitely) 51
Significant changes to grassland management 81
Reduced fertiliser use 32
Increased diversity of grassland 64
Increased insect populations 56
Increased mammal populations 56
Increased bird populations 64
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involving 60 Pasture for Life farmers.
 It is funded by the Global Fund for Food Security, 

as one of five projects within a £4.9 million interdisciplinary 
research programme looking at increasing the resilience and 
sustainability of the UK food system. 

 The three-year Christian Ethics of Farmed Animal 
Welfare (CEFAW) project, led by the University of Chester and 
funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council, is also 
including Pasture for Life farmers within its research.

 In 2017, 50 farmers and 25 soil/plant scientists met 
on a farm at a PFLA-organised event to consider the options 
for monitoring the ‘pulse’ of the soil, using indictors that 
farmers could easily measure at no cost – such as earthworm 
counts, infiltration rates and above-ground biodiversity. 

 A group of Pasture for Life farmers has now developed 
protocols for such measurements, as well as an app to record 
the results of each indicator for each field. 

 The PFLA has also published fully referenced Evidence 
Papers which explore the human health, animal welfare and 
environmental benefits of Pasture for Life farming, which can 
be viewed on the website www.pastureforlife.org

VISION FOR THE FUTURE
The PFLA has been run on an annual budget of less than 
£40,000 since it became a CIC and it has achieved incredible 
recognition for Pasture for Life within the industry, policy 
makers, and wider food and farming organisations, punching 
well above its weight, at events, within the media and when 
lobbying.

 It works closely with around 50 other, like-minded 
organisations and non-governmental organisations (NGOs), 
which collectively have a reach of around 5 million people.

 The organisation has achieved much, with just two 
members of paid staff and directors who contribute a large 
amount of their time. But there is much more to do. 

 Gaining financial viability is vital over the coming 
year to ensure that progress continues up to and post Brexit, 
and gaining more members, to at least double the current 
number, is essential by the start of 2020.

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Why should cattle farmers join the PFLA?
To belong to a group of committed, innovative, inspiring, 
forward-thinking farmers who are positive about the future of 
farming 
1. To learn how to produce the best food possible to sell to the 
growing number of consumers looking for ‘real’ food, that is 
healthy to eat and that has been produced with thought, care 
and consideration for animal welfare and the environment 
2. To be a part of a collaborative group of farmers who are 
willing to share information and learn from each other – so 
that all can optimise the benefits of producing and selling 
100% pasture-fed, grain-free meat and dairy 
3. To support the PFLA’s work interacting with policy-makers 
and government. As the UK considers its new Agriculture 
Policy, the PFLA is working hard to represent the interests of 
its farmer members and highlight issues such as transparent 
and honest labelling of 100% pasture-fed meat and dairy
4. To access the internet discussion forum which is open to all 
members 
5. Have the opportunity to take part in high profile events 
such as tasting dinners to promote Pasture for Life farming to 
consumers
6. Have the opportunity to learn about supply chain 
initiatives. There is a team looking into all aspects of 
marketing – from setting up local butchery hubs to working 

with some of the supermarkets
7. Members can apply to become Pasture for Life Certified. 
Once they meet the certification standards they can use the 
Pasture for Life Certification Mark on all their packaging and 
marketing materials and if they wish to, can charge a premium 
price for their produce

The PFLA is for all grassland farmers who want to get more 
from their pastures, not just those who are managing 100% 
pasture-fed, grain-free systems. 

 The PFLA has a strong voice within the industry. More 
members will increase the strength of this voice.

 It costs £100 a year to become a PFLA member and 
signing up is easy. 

Visit www.pastureforlife.org and click on ‘Become 
a member’ at the top right hand menu bar. Then follow the 
instructions.

 Be a part of something that could go really big! Many 
PFLA farmers say that joining has been the best thing they have 
ever done, with 81% making positive changes to their grazing 
management as a result. It might just be the best thing you 
ever do too!

AN EXAMPLE OF THE PASTURE FOR LIFE 
CERTIFICATION STANDARDS FOR BEEF.

Note: Farmers do not have to comply with all of these to be 
members of the PFLA, only if they wish to become certified. 

Most members aspire to 100% pasture feeding and join 
the PFLA to learn how to achieve this.

(Rq) Required. The rest are Recommended.
n Animals must not be fed grain or any other form 
of feed concentrate (Rq)
n Grass and forage must be the feed source consumed 
for the lifetime of the animal, with the exception of milk 
consumed by youngstock prior to weaning. Grass and 
forage includes grass (annual and perennial), legumes 
(eg clover, trefoil, vetches), brassicas (e.g. stubble 
turnips) and herbs within pasture leys. Also permitted 
are forbs and browsing of shrubby growth (Rq)
n Feed from brassicas must not exceed 10% of the 
animals total annual or lifetime dry matter intake – 
whichever is the shorter(Rq)
n Certified animals may be supplemented with hay, 
haylage, baleage, silage, crop residue (straw) without 
grain and other natural sources of roughage while on 
pasture (Rq)
n Approved mineral and vitamin supplements may be 
provided to balance the animals’ nutrient intake and to 
correct identified deficiencies in their total diet (Rq)
n Stocking rates and pasture management must 
encourage biodiversity (Rq)
n Pastures should be managed to build and conserve soil nutrients, 
maintain and preferable increase organic matter and promote soil 
microbiological activity 

Sara Gregson is the director responsible 
for communications at the Pasture-Fed 
livestock Association.
This article was originally published in
Beef Farmer magazine in August 2018..  
It is reproduced here with kind permission 
of the PFLA.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF BUILDING SOIL HEALTH on 
farms has gained traction in the media and in policy 
spheres over recent years. Attention has been drawn 

to the severity of the consequences of soil degradation 
and the need to farm regeneratively to rebuild and 
maintain soils. While much of current agriculture still 
degrades soils, there are many farmers already practising 
methods to improve soil health. But how do these farmers 
monitor the impacts their farming methods have on soil 
health over the course of the years and gain recognition 
for the good work that they do? 

A NEW TOOL
Farmers are constantly making observations on their farms, 
noticing changes in animal and plant life both above and 
below ground, yet mostly without having clear records or data 
to show for it. By observing, testing and recording soil health 
data farmers can gain deeper understanding of the land and 
make better decisions. This goes beyond taking a few soil 
samples and sending them off to a lab and engages farmers 
in on-farm observational soil testing. Sector Mentor for Soils 
is an app which helps to facilitate and organise farmer’s soil 
health observation records. Abby Rose, founder and creator 
of the app combined her skills in tech with her expertise in 
soil and ecological farming to develop this tool: “We created 
Sectormentor because every farm is different and we realised the 
only way to build an ecological farming system is through lots 
of experimentation and learning what works to build soil health, 
plant health and ecosystem health on your farm. Sectormentor 
is a simple tool that empowers farmers to do just that.”

CONTEXT
As a beginner farmer starting up a new farm from scratch, I 
looked for tools to help me get to know the soil in different 
fields and to monitor any changes that may occur over the 
coming years as a result of my farming methods. 42 Acres Farm 
is in Somerset and comprises 173 acres of permanent pasture, 
woodland, coppice, ponds, solar farm and gardens. In 2018 I 
brought a herd of Shetland cattle to the farm and set up a mob 
grazing system. In addition, we started a market garden, forest 
garden and small-scale duck enterprise and we’re currently in 
the process of developing further exciting projects. Much of 
the pastureland had not been grazed or cut for several years. 
Recording the state of the land from the start and over the 
years feels like an important story to be able to tell, especially 
with the educational potential offered by a constant stream of 
visitors coming on-site to stay at 42 Acres Retreat Centre1.

By 
Hannah 
Steenbergen

SO HOW DOES IT WORK IN PRACTICE? 
Sectormentor is an app that can be bought by annual 
subscription and be used to suit the needs of the farmer. 
Soil health data is collected in the field and recorded on a 
smartphone and then can be viewed in full on the website. 
Farmers select the fields that they want to monitor and take 
samples from. In my case I chose 5 fields that are different 
in character or in use to be able to make comparisons. For 
example, I chose one field as a ‘control’ site because it is out 
of management, another field I chose was converted from 
permanent pasture into the market garden and another field 
has distinctly different species than others. 

The app has the possibility to record data under 33 
different tests, but choosing which ones are most suitable for 
the farmer’s purposes is crucial to make the work manageable 
and meaningful. It’s important to find a balance between 
enough data and time needed to collect it. I chose to monitor 
earthworms (numbers of types), water infiltration rate, above 
ground species composition, kilos of DM/Ha (dry matter per 
hectare), top soil depth and visual evaluation of soil structure 
(VESS). 

THE SOIL HEALTH TESTS
The Sectormentor team works with soil consultants and 
scientists to provide farmers with tests that are both easy 
to carry out as well as being robust. Detailed instructions 
for carrying out the soil health tests can be found on the 
Sectormentor for soils website2. For most of the tests only a 
spade and simple equipment is needed. For example, I made 
my own quadrat using an old 20mm MDPE water pipe3 and I 
use this to do transect surveys by walking in a W shape across 
a field and dropping the quadrat every 20 paces. 

Sectormentor is a tool that helps me to observe and learn 
more deeply about the land I’m working with. Sectormentor 
has also been an educational experience as I was introduced 
to new soil testing techniques. In addition to the tests, the 
app allows you to take photos which are then recorded by 
field. This feature is extremely useful for seeing differences 
in structure and colour of soil samples. Also, above ground I 
can record changes over the seasons and year, such as state 
of the pastures before grazing and after regrowth, impacts of 
outwintering the cattle with bale grazing and during different 
weather events such as droughts or after high rainfall.

Low-tech solutions such as apps have the potential to 
streamline farmer’s workflow as well as gathering data as 
evidence that regenerative farming methods can have positive 
impacts on soil health.  
Hannah is a farmer at 42 acres in Somerset as well as a 
Biodynamic Association Trustee1 https://42acressomerset.com

2https://soils.sectormentor.com/soil-tests/
3https://soils.sectormentor.com/soil-tests/equipment-how-to-make-a-quadrat/

Sectormentor
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IT IS NEARLY A HUNDRED YEARS since the Agriculture 
Course was given. During this time practices have 
been developed, changed and adjusted to the unique 

conditions on each farm. Every farmer develops an 
individual relationship to compost, the soil and the way 
fertility is enhanced – indeed Steiner indicated how 
important it is to develop a personal connection with the 
manure. What is true for manure and compost is even 
truer for the preparations. Everyone has their own way of 
working with and understanding them. This diversity of 
approach is to be applauded and yet some form of recipe 
is surely needed especially when the preparations are 
offered for sale or when a farm has to comply with clear 
certification requirements. 

The amount of horn manure currently recommended by 
Demeter International is between 50g and 300g per ha. This 
very wide range is partly due to the variation in water content 
(dryer material will weigh less) as well as the widely differing 
practices across the world.

 At the recent meeting of the Experimental Circle 
of the UK Agriculture Section, we reflected on the different 
approaches and tried to discover the essential principle 
regarding the amount of horn manure to use per acre.

We began by referring to the Agriculture Course itself. 
In lecture 4 Steiner said: “... for an area about as big as 
the patch from perhaps the third window to the first 
footpath, about 1200 square meters (quarter to third 
of an acre) is adequately provided for if we use the 
contents of one horn diluted in half a pail of water”. At 
that rate a huge number of horns would be required for a 
whole farm! 
In the discussions however he said: “It is likely that as the 
area increases more water and fewer cow horns will be 

Horn Manure – 
how much should be used?

By Bernard Jarman

needed so that relatively few cow horns will treat larger 
areas”. 
 In response to another question about treating larger areas 
he said: “I think the method of stirring would then have 
to be changed. You might do it this way. Stir up the 
contents of a cow horn completely in half a bucket and 
then dilute to a bucketful; but then you will have to stir 
it again”. 
To a question about using the same amount on a smaller 
area he said: “Then you would get rampant growths”
To another question about whether the number of cow 
horns needed for larger areas should be determined by 
feeling, he said: “I wouldn’t recommend it. I think that 
we should be sensible about this. I suggest to begin with 
everything is done to get the best results according to 
what feels right. Results should then be translated into 
figures for the sake of today’s world and to enable others 
to use them. … everything should be set down in clearly 
accessible tables”. 

These comments suggest that while an over concentrated 
solution of stirred horn manure could be counterproductive, 
more finely diluted solutions will be effective even to the 
extent of diluting a stirred solution further and re-stirring 
it. The implication is that the larger the area to treat the 
more dilute the solution can be. On the other hand he 
does emphasise the importance of giving clear quantitative 
guidelines, however varied these may be.

 A few years ago in response to this dilemma the 
Agriculture Section at the Goetheanum commissioned a 
research project “The Biodynamic Preparations in Context – 
Individual Approaches to Preparation Work” to look at the 
many different ways of working with the preparations across 
the world. In 2016 the results of these 14 case studies were 
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published. Many fascinating aspects came 
to light including to the question of how 
much horn manure to apply. In each of the 
case studies there was a different approach 
and the amounts recommended ranged from 
20g per acre (45g/ha) to 120g per acre (300g/
ha) with many variations in between. 

A number of those surveyed took the view 
that to be sustainable in the long term, a farm needs 
to rely on the number of horns the farm itself can 
produce. The horns should come from cows which have 
had at least one and preferably three calves. Since a 
cow grows only one pair of horns in its life time, they 
must come from adult animals that have been culled 
from the herd. On a biodynamic farm cows can live to a 
ripe old age of 18-20 years or more although the average is 
more like 12 years. Depending on the size of the herd, the 
farmer will replace one or more of his animals with upcoming 
heifers each year and so can expect to obtain a set number 
of fresh horns each year. These horns can be used for horn 
manure for 8 or more years (or until they fall apart). With this 
information it is possible to calculate the potential number of 
horns a particular farm will have available to it each year. This 
amount will necessarily vary from farm to farm according to 
site, stocking rate, size of horns etc. 

When this calculation is done the average amount of 
horn manure preparation works out at approximately 20g per 
acre (50g /ha) – the amount currently recommended in the 
UK. 

The amount of preparation can be increased by using the 
animal’s hoof as well. The two halves of each hoof are filled 
with manure and put together to form an enclosed space and 
buried with the horns. The hooves can only be used once 
but since there are four pairs of hooves on each animal there 
will be a ready supply. The material produced is likely to be 
slightly weaker in effect than that from horns and so should 
be seen as an addition to rather than a replacement of horns. 
While the horns used must come from a female animal the 
question remains open as to whether there is a difference 
between the hoof of a cow and that of a bull or a bullock.

Although it is 
clearly necessary when 
selling the preparations 
to offer clearly defined 
quantities to use per acre, 
a farm producing its own has 
more flexibility. Bearing all the 
above in mind, we felt that 
the amount of horn manure 
substance used in a given 
amount of water or that 
is ultimately sprayed out 

is less important than the 
fact that it is stirred and applied. The 

dynamic effects of the horn manure permeate 
the oscillating rhythmic movement to which the water 

has been subjected. It is freed from the original substance 
and even from the water which carries it. It becomes an 
unquantifiable yet powerfully effective ‘etheric quality’. The 
addition of horn manure substance to the water releases an 
impulse which permeates not only the water but the entire 
area upon which it is then sprayed. 

CONCLUSIONS:

The farm should aim in the long run to use the amount 
of horn manure it can produce from its own horns and 
hooves.

This amounts on average to roughly 20g/acre (50g/ha) 
per year.

The dynamic effects of horn manure are not quantifiable 
hence the actual quantity of substance added is not so 
crucial.

Experimental Circle meeting 22nd- 24th February 2019
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WHETHER SOMEONE WISHES TO EAT MEAT or not is 
a very individual decision. Some people feel the 
need to eat meat regularly while others become 

ill if they so much as smell it. It can be for reasons of 
personal health and it can be a matter of principle. 
Either way being a vegetarian or a vegan is a very 
noble aspiration and one which need not conflict with 
biodynamic farming. 

ANIMALS AND THE FARMER 
It is often said by committed vegans that keeping 
farm animals is an abuse of their nature. This is very 
understandable and certainly true when farm animals are kept 
under such inhumane conditions as those existing in modern 
intensive livestock units. In such a situation the animals are 
crowded together with barely room to move, pumped full 
of antibiotics to keep them alive and treated as production 
machines. Furthermore such abuse of the animal can hardly 
be expected to produce wholesome food. There is no place for 
such animal cruelty in an enlightened farming system.

In older more traditional farming systems however, 
cows and sheep held a very different cultural position and 
were granted a great deal of respect. Consider the close 
relationship of the traditional shepherd and his flock or that 
of the nomadic tribesman to his cattle. They live with and 
are totally in tune with one another. The same can be said of 
many farmers even today. The relationship between the farmer 
and his animals can be experienced as a true partnership from 
which both parties benefit – in return for the care given them, 
the animals provide milk, wool or eggs.  
Cows, sheep, horses, pigs etc. have been 
close to human beings for thousands of 
years and in this time have become very 
different to their wild relatives. 

BIODYNAMIC FARM
Today we no longer live in a wild and 
untamed landscape. Every piece of our 
west European countryside and indeed 
most of the world has been changed 
through human activity. Nor can we 
imagine it otherwise. We are now responsible for the landscape 
and need to ensure it remains and becomes ever more 

Can I be a Vegan 
and Biodynamic?

By Bernard Jarman

productive, beautiful and sustainable for future generations. 
We can only do this by farming it. If we lose the farmer, we 
lose the countryside. On a biodynamic farm every effort is 
made to ensure that each animal can express its true nature 
as a domestic animal. This means being able to move freely, 
receive the farm’s own quality feed, be treated with care and 
respect and not be subjected to the stress of over-crowding 
and exploitation.  

It should also be remembered that on a biodynamic 
farm only so many animals are kept as can be sustained by 
the farm’s own supply of fodder. This immediately sets a limit 
on numbers and prevents over crowding. With such a closed 
system all the elements – livestock, feed and soil – come into 
harmony with one another, stress is removed and the whole 
farm is permeated with health and vitality. One reason for 
keeping livestock is of course the product that each animal 
provides. A cow has been bred to produce more milk than her 
calf needs, the hen more eggs and the sheep to produce wool 
that can be shorn each year. But so long as the natural laws 
of the closed farm cycle and balanced breeding policies are 
pursued and the stock person cares for the animals with love 
and compassion, the animals will thrive and generally live 
contented lives.

THE FARMER’S HELPERS
Even more important to the farm however is the manure each 

animal produces and the quite specific contribution 
each species can make towards the healthy and 

balanced management 
of the farm’s ecosystem 
(grazing of grasslands 
etc.). While it is possible to 
envisage a stockless farm, 
the presence of grazing 
animals makes the work 
of the farmer considerably 
easier and more productive.  
They are the farmer’s true 
assistants. Without farm 

animals it would take a farmer far 
longer to build and retain soil fertility.  A living soil 
depends not only upon decaying plant material but 
also on countless micro-organisms and earthworms. 
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Their activity is essential for the 
creation of rich and fertile soil 
and while it may be possible 
to grow crops without animal 
manure, an organic system is 
impossible without the teeming 
animal life in the soil.  It has 
been calculated that for a farm 
to be healthy, the weight of 
animals in a fertile soil should 
equal or exceed the weight of 
grazing animals moving over its 
surface. It follows from this that 
the converse is also true and 
an adequate number animals 
grazing on its surface will 
stimulate the micro-life beneath. 
The activity of animals grazing 
and the manure they leave 
behind enhances life in the soil.

MEAT PRODUCTION
The question of whether it is 
right to terminate the life of an animal or not is something 
everyone needs to answer for themselves. When human beings 
were hunter gatherers some ate meat while others were 
vegetarians. In pristine nature flesh eating is as much a part 
of life as the grazing of herbage. What contravenes the laws of 
nature is the killing of animals for sport, out of hysteria (FMD 
fiasco) or purely for profit.  The hawk which catches a song 
bird or the cat that plays with a mouse expresses its nature 
as much as the lamb at pasture or the worm in the compost 
heap. Killing by carnivores is a matter of necessity and of 
survival. To prevent a cat or a dog from eating meat would be 
as unjust as it would be to prevent a cow from eating grass.  
Unlike animals, human beings can choose what kind of food to 
eat and what to avoid. It is possible to eat meat and thrive. It 
is also possible to avoid all meat and even all animal products 
and yet still live a healthy life. It is part of human nature and 
our inborn right to choose the way we wish to feed ourselves. 

THE FARMER’S RESPONSIBILITY
In managing a farm and the livestock belonging to it, the 
farmer has to take the long view. It is not just about personal 
survival or providing for the coming year. It is about the 
growth and long term development of the farm, its soil, plants, 
animals and the biodiversity of the landscape. As farmers 
we take responsibility for the processes of nature and this 
in effect means trying to mimic them. In order to achieve 
the closed and self-sustaining farming system described 
above and to maintain but not exceed the number of cows, 
sheep or chickens the farm can 
support, the farmer will need 
to breed and select the animals 
being cared for. This involves 
a conscious engagement with 
what nature does continually 
by way of natural selection. It 
means choosing which animals 
to retain and which ones to 
remove in order to maintain 
and improve the herd or flock. 
Removal can mean selling 
stock to other farmers, it can 
also mean culling them for 

meat.  The production of meat 
is then not a primary aim but 
a by-product of this process of 
selection – a process which is 
as necessary to the health of 
the farm organism as natural 
selection is in wild nature. 

The farm as an organism 
within the greater organism 
of the earth involves all the 
kingdoms of nature. The soil 
is the result of the interaction 
between the plant, animal and 
mineral worlds. Every particle 
of soil for instance will at some 
stage have passed through the 
gut of an earthworm. It is also 
worth remembering that each 
animal form in the soil has a 
very specific task to perform 
and often a very limited life 
span in which to do it. As each 
creature fulfils its allotted task 

it dies and adds its own corpse to the soil. The soil is thus 
made up to a very large extent of the decomposing bodies of 
tiny animals.  All our garden plants are growing in soil which 
is made up either of the composted remains of animals or of 
their intestinal products.

BIODYNAMIC PREPARATIONS
A number of unusual and mainly herb-based preparations 
are used in biodynamic agriculture. These are applied to soil, 
plants and compost in minute amounts and serve to regulate 
and stimulate the living processes of the farm. These are the 
so-called compost and spray preparations. The former are 
made from well known medicinal herbs (yarrow, chamomile, 
nettle, dandelion, oak bark and valerian) and have very 
specific functions within the decomposing and humus forming 
processes that occur within a compost heap and in the soil. 
Collectively they help to ensure that the compost provides the 
soil with the forces the plants growing in it will need in order 
to thrive. The spray preparations are used more directly as 
tools for plant growth. The one helps to stimulate root growth, 
vitalise the soil and increase plant sensitivity towards the 
living resources present in the soil environment, the second 
enhances vitality, nutritional quality and the sensitivity of 
the plant towards its atmospheric and cosmic surroundings. 
They work together as polarities and compliment one another. 
All these preparations are applied in minute quantities and 
influence the vitality and resilience of whole farm as well as 
enhancing the quality and flavour of the food produced. 

USE OF ANIMAL ORGANS
The herbs, ground quartz and 
cow manure used for these 
various preparations undergo a 
unique process of fermentation 
in the seasonal life of the 
soil.  In order to become fully 
effective in the soil context some 
of these materials have to be 
fermented within cow horns and 
other animal organ materials. 
These animal organ materials 
are obtained as by-products 
from animals destined for the 
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Preparations 
at Tablehurst 
Farm in 
Sussex

Dandelion and 
chamomile 

preparations in 
their sheaths 

ready for 
burying over 

winter.
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All great wine begins in the vineyard 
and is ultimately the result of 

sensitive farming. It is important that 
growers farm sustainably and with a sense 

of environmental responsibility, 
ensuring the natural balance and health 

of the vineyard.
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human food chain. This animal material is used to hold the 
material while it undergoes fermentation. It has a catalytic 
effect on the fermentation process but does not form part of 
the resulting preparation. Once fermentation is complete, the 
animal material is removed and either retained for re-use or 
disposed of separately.  The prepared compost-like contents 
are then carefully stored until required. Tiny amounts of the 
compost preparations are used to inoculate compost piles 
(5 grams each of six different preparations are sufficient for 
a heap 10’x4’x4’) while equally small amounts of the spray 
preparations are stirred in water and sprayed out over the 
fields. The preparations themselves are animal free. 

IN SUMMARY
According to Goethe “nature invented death in order to have 
more abundant life”. The life of nature is a continuous process 
of dying and becoming. As stewards of nature farmers take 
responsibility for this process. What nature does randomly, 
the farmer has to do consciously.  Domestic animals have 
accompanied farmers over many generations to assist with 
the building and maintenance of soil fertility. Their input is 
as valuable as that of all the myriad micro-organisms living 

in the soil, among plants and inside us. The biodynamic 
preparations used to support these living processes follow 
the same principles as those operating in nature. All that 
has lived in nature whether animal or plant, decays and 
is transformed into something new. The difference is that 
on the biodynamic farm it is the human being who brings 
substances from the different kingdoms of nature together in 
quite new ways, commits them to the earth’s rhythmic cycles 
and then applies them to support the farm’s living processes. 
The small quantities of preparations used indicate that it is 
not the actual material – whether of plant or animal origin 
– that affects the soil and subsequent plant growth, but the 
non-physical, renewing impulse which is released through 
the process of fermentation. It is this vitality, this life source 
which imbues the food we eat with quality and value. 

If we choose to exclude all animal products from our 
diet and rely on produce from a biodynamic farm, this vital 
quality in the vegetables, fruits and cereals will go a long way 
towards sustaining us in full health.  Everything in nature and 
in farming is interconnected and there would seem to be no 
contradiction between pursuing a vegan diet and supporting 
biodynamic agriculture.  

Plaw Hatch Farm, Sussex
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FOR MANY MEMBERS BUYING Biodynamic Preparations 
from the Biodynamic Association is an invaluable 
opportunity. Some people then go on to make their 

own if they have the resources, especially the farms 
and regional groups. In this article I want to go behind 
the scenes to explain to readers how the biodynamic 
preparations are sourced, stored and shipped. 

On a sunny April day, I met up with Ian Bailey who has 
been running the BD Preparation and book store at The Grange 
in Newnham for nearly 20 years. For this we are very grateful.

First of all, the service relies on the work of a small 
group of preparation makers who have the expertise to make 
high quality preparations. Currently this group is led by Peter 
Brown, with preparations being made and supplied by Bernard 
Jarman, Briony Young, Joe Bradley and Claire Hattersley.

Once made, the group meets to evaluate the quality 
of the preparations. They look to see how well the original 
materials have been transformed. They also smell them, check 
consistency and moisture (not too wet or dry). Any which are 
not up to scratch are rejected. The rest are carefully stored in 
unglazed clay pots in a dark, moist underground storage place 
on the Grange land. 

It is quite a challenge to obtain the animal organs for 
making the preparations, some sheaths being bought in from 
France and Germany.

It is very fortunate that the BDA has access to this 
storage space as it has ideal 
conditions for keeping the 
preparations. It is a former 
underground water store 
beneath the Grange gardens.

Accessing it is a bit of 
adventure. There are no lights 
and you have to be very careful 
not to bang your head getting 
through the low door. The 
preparations are stored at the 
back of two large chambers 
– very dark, moist and well 
protected. It is a bit like a wine 
cellar where the preparations 
continue to mature.

The pots are surrounded 
by peat. This is to protect the 
preparations from external 
radiation as was indicated 
by Rudolf Steiner. This is 
more important in our days 
with 4G and Wi-Fi. You may 
be concerned about using 
peat which is considered a 
threatened resource. The peat 
in this store is well used and 
lasts for years and so will 
have minimal impact on the 
environment. 

The preparations need to be kept in a stable state to 
maintain the right colloidal consistency and potency. Too 
wet and they will go mouldy, too dry and they won’t be 
effective. There’s a delicate balance to be found between the 
moisture content of the preparations, the permeability of the 
pots, the moisture content of the peat and the surrounding 
atmosphere.…. Thus the underground store is an ideal place. 

Your orders are received via the BDA web shop by Ian 
who then goes into action. He enjoys seeing the names of so 
many of you and especially those who were BD Apprentices. 
The aim is to respond as quickly as possible, but he says ‘We 
are not Amazon and one should order preps in good time 
and not in a rush!’ So apart from the main store he has an 
intermediate store closer at hand where he keeps a small 
amount of preparations for easy access. These are also stored 
in similar conditions to the main store.

The preparations are packed into small plastic bags 
to ensure moisture retention and to protect them from 
contamination. However, in order to reduce plastic use, newer 
more environmentally friendly options are being explored. 
Valerian preparation is decanted into small bottles for mailing. 

Once you receive your order it is recommended to open 
the small bags to allow them to breathe. If not used within 
a week then they should also be stored in unglazed pots 
surrounded by peat protection (or small glass jars with holes 
in the lid) except for the horn silica which should be kept in 

the light). Alternatives to peat 
are being explored that will 
achieve the same purpose.

Apart from the five 
compost preparations and the 
two spray preparations used in 
biodynamic agriculture, other 
preparations are supplied. 
These are equisetum plant, 
500P (prepared 500), Barrel 
Prep, Mausdorfer (dried barrel 
prep), Three Kings Preparation 
and some of the herbs. Ian 
also manages the book store 
and dispatch so you can order 
both preparations and books 
together to keep postage and 
packaging to a minimum.

To order the preparations for 
farm and garden use please 
visit www.biodynamic.org.uk 
and follow the link to the web 
shop (this is the easiest for the 
team). Alternatively, orders 
can be made via the BDA Office  
on 01453 759501.

The Journey of your 
Biodynamic Preparations

By Richard Swann
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SPRING EQUINOX 
EASTER

SUMMER SOLSTICE/ST JOHNS DAY

WINTER SOLSTICE/CHRISTMAS

BIODYNAMIC CALENDAR
This is part of a slightly larger work
designed and drawn by landscape 
designer Dilly Williams and 
was commissioned by 
Ruskin Mill Trust.

The original hangs in 
the garden shed 
at the Market Garden 
at Ruskin Mill.

It is reproduced with 
kind permission of 
Ruskin MIll Trust 
and 
Dilly Williams.

To view more of Dilly’s 
work vist her website: 
http://www.dillywilliams.co.uk
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SUMMER SOLSTICE/ST JOHNS DAY

WINTER SOLSTICE/CHRISTMAS

AUTUMN EQUINOX 
MICHAELMAS
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IN 1944 DONALD WATSON and a group of friends 
founded the Vegan Society motivated by an ethical 
concern for sentient beings.

Today a vegan (plant-based) diet is gaining more and 
more followers. This dietary shift is a reaction to the down 
sides of agricultural intensification over the last seventy 
years and the demise of the traditional mixed farm on which 
animals and crops were rotated in a system which essentially 
maintained the health of the soil. It is becoming such a 
significant movement that The Economist has labelled this 
year (2019) ‘The year of the vegan’.

I grew up in Bedfordshire, surrounded by traditional 
farms. In England in 1950 there were more than a million 
families earning their living from 450,000 mixed farms. By 
1962 the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) was encouraging 
farmers to specialise in single crops; crops that were sustained 
by artificial fertilisers, weed killers and pesticides. Livestock 
were being reared indoors and ate imported fodder. Antibiotics 
were used routinely. The whole model was founded on 
subsidies and industrial farming techniques.

Animals and humans often became diseased: wildlife 
has been decimated, and our familiar landscapes transformed. 
Much was hidden from the consumer, but scandals emerged 
such as ‘Horsegate’ (where horsemeat had been substituted for 
beef) and the BSE epidemic, which saw 10 million cattle being 
slaughtered, most of them healthy!

Further, George Monbiot has pointed out that 
consumers were paying for their food three times over despite 
government claims that consumers were getting cheap meat 
and vegetables. He says that first they paid with their cash, 
second through taxes to pay subsidies for the farmer and 
thirdly for environmental restoration, such as cleaning up 
polluted water courses. Statistics continue to be chilling: 
from the USA, 10 billion land animals and 48 billion birds are 
killed each year. On a global scale, livestock are fed 40% of 
all fish caught and 9% of anthropogenic emissions come from 
this intensification of food production. A cow needs to eat 20 
pounds of plant protein to produce one pound of meat. Some 
British farmers took their lives during the BSE epidemic or 
went bankrupt and left their farms. An understanding of these 
processes can make people want to give up meat-eating. (Paul 

Veganism, 
Vegetarianism. 
What can 
Biodynamics bring 
to these issues?

and Linda McCartney as well as others set an example on this.)
The Vegan movement is not only attracting millennials: 

all age groups are represented and now there are many 
categories, Ethical vegans, Feminist vegans, Anarchic vegans – 
and probably more to come.

In trying to understand this phenomenon, I have looked 
in some vegan cookbooks. Some popular recipe ingredients 
cannot be grown in the country of consumption so the diet 
can consume many food miles. Coconut is used in its many 
forms: butter, cream, oil, milk. Soya is to be found in a vast 
range of products whilst its cultivation is seeing swathes of 
Amazonian forest cut down. Chocolate (raw and organic) is 
popular and products such as mangoes and avocadoes appear 
in many recipes. I question the need for these products to be 
seen as staples in a Vegan diet.

Another phenomenon sees the promotion of ‘mock meats’ 
in a business that is currently worth £786 million. A recent TV 
programme on Veganism saw hefty USA farmers being invited 
to eat ‘mock’ beef burgers made from soya protein coloured 
and flavoured with beetroot and various plant-based products. 
They appeared to enjoy the experience! Chicken nuggets were 
also created where chicken substance was being cloned from 
chicken feathers.

 Rudolf Steiner said it was better to eat meat rather than 
think about it (or long for it). He also pointed out that not 
all people were able to adequately nourish themselves from 
purely plant nutrition even if they wanted to. Blood types can 
play a part here. See ref below Peter D’Adamo. There are now 
so-called vegetarian ‘butchers’ in Holland and the USA. Where 
is all this taking us and how can we put these complex issues 
into proper perspective?

In preparation for writing this article I had a 
conversation with Kate Hyde, a Londoner now studying 
horticulture at Schumacher College in Dartington. She said 
that her reason for becoming a vegan was to have some 
control over her life, what she puts into her body and how 
she spends her money. These motives are probably shared by 
many vegans. She has been a vegan for one year, having been 
a vegetarian for the previous 25. Certainly, abstaining from 
meat can bring a new sensitivity to our consciousness and our 
perception of the myriad connections between all levels of life. 

By Wendy Cook
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Kate is now in charge of the chickens and ducks on 
the College smallholding and has found herself questioning 
whether she really has the right to remove the eggs from the 
chickens when they seem to wish to sit and brood them! Thus, 
many of our practices come under scrutiny.

VEGETARIANISM/RUDOLF STEINER (AND OTHERS)
Steiner claimed he owed his vigour to a mainly vegetarian 
diet, saying, ‘I myself know that I would have been unable 
to go through the strenuous activities of the last 24 years 
without a vegetarian nutrition’. He was not alone: this 
understanding was endorsed by many; the Jains, many 
Buddhists, Pythagoreans, the Essenes, Zoroastrians, Cathars. 
Food was a gift from the Divine; it was also medicine and 
chosen wisely, was a way to stay healthy. Noted vegetarians 
include Plato, Diogenes, Ovid, Virgil, Plutarch, Leonardo da 
Vinci, Benjamin Franklin, Gandhi, Albert Schweitzer, George 
Bernard Shaw, Percy Bysshe Shelley, Dr John Harvey Kellogg 
and Dr Bircher-Benner. 

The Indian Ayurvedic Threefold System has much to 
contribute to this reflection, highlighting the fact that the 
professions/occupations we adopt often demand certain 
capacities. The different diets would support different 
occupations.

1. Sattvic: providing strength from within, keeping the mind/
body/spirit balanced for those doing spiritual work. Acid/
Alkaline balance 30/70. Included fruits, grains, vegetables, 
seeds, certain herbs, milk, yoghurt and honey.

2. Rajasic: a diet recommended for kings, warriors and traders. 
Includes stimulating foods – fresh meat, wine, spices, garlic, 
sweetmeats and eggs. This combination tends to encourage 
competitive, aggressive and sensual behaviour.

3. Tamasic: includes stale, decomposed, overcooked and 
reheated foods. These are foods which have no spark of life in 
them and were intended to feed the lower castes/ labouring 
classes. Most of today’s processed foods come into this 
category.

Being a vegetarian and even more, being a vegan 
does demand a high quality of plant-based food, organic or 
biodynamic where possible. Poorly grown food often lacks the 
trace mineral content that would be found in chelated (where 
a metal molecule and an organic molecule are combined) 
Biodynamic food. Many vegetarians use supplements (a fairly 
new industry which is lucrative for the shareholders) though 
as research shows, swamping the system with non-food-state 
minerals does not necessarily mean they will be absorbed by 
the body. ‘Out of an average of 1 kg of matter that an adult 
takes in on a daily basis, only 5gm is actually assimilated 
into the human body’: Dr Maurice Orange, (formerly of Park 
Attwood).

This last statement may help us to understand Steiner’s 
teaching that we are not actually built up by the food itself 
but by the activity of completely destroying the organisation 
of its components and re-organising them within ourselves 
through the catabolic (breaking down) and anabolic (building 
up) processes in our organisms.

Eating a plant-based diet requires more effort in 
digestion but leaves the human nervous system free of those 
extraneous astral products that flood it when it is consuming 
meat (because it is taken from a sentient being whose sentient 
life is imprinted upon its tissues and in its blood). A nervous 
system built up of mainly plant substances allows a person 
to be more sensitive to subtle spiritual impressions and to 
become aware of the wider interconnectedness of all life. 
Steiner felt that plant foods will take an ever larger place in 
human nutrition.

MEAT EATING
Animal proteins can place a digestive burden on meat 
eaters particularly if those animals have been reared in poor 
conditions. Red blood corpuscles of the meat eater become 
darker and heavier and the blood has a greater tendency to 
clot. Phosphates and salts are produced more easily. Deposits 
of uric acid in excess lead to gout, once considered to be the 
illness of the idle rich, and which is still with us. Arthritis can 
also be exacerbated by uric acid. Our bodies are only able to 
excrete eight grains of uric acid a day. Eating 1lb (½ kg) of 
meat a day would leave a residue of 18 grains of uric acid in 
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the body. Further, uric acid has a stimulating effect on the 
human being as its structure is similar to that of caffeine, 
and overloading the nervous system can lead to aggressive 
nervous behaviour. In a protein-fixated culture, eating too 
much protein is more dangerous than not having enough. 
(Everything contains protein, including watercress!). Protein 
as a builder of substance will, in excess, override our ability to 
stay within our own boundaries and encourage us to want and 
desire more than is healthy.

In order to be free in our understanding and therefore 
in our choices in life, we need to be able to look at the 
phenomenon of veganism from every possible angle. Decisions 
like about becoming vegan, which may be based simply on our 
feelings can sometimes fail to take into account all dimensions 
of the issue.

I would like to consider some of the following points which 
are highlighted by the Vegan revolution:

THE QUESTION OF SLAUGHTER
Dr Marthe Kiley-Worthington, an internationally renowned 
ethologist and animal behaviour expert, asks the following 
question:
‘Is it acceptable to slaughter animals at all – even if the 
conditions of transport and at the slaughterhouse would 
cause them no distress or pain?’
She answers herself by saying that 

1) In a short while, if there were no slaughtering 
the number of domesticated animals would become 
unsustainable and eventually a decision to limit their 
numbers would be taken by society.
2) Would there be any animals around at all? Would we not 
just perhaps descend into a totally anthropocentric world 
with a few precious nature reserves like zoos where we 
could go and view nature and animals?
3) How would animal roles in the Farm ecosystem be 
fulfilled without animals? Animals use areas not usually 
suitable for growing arable crops and their manure gradually 
upgrades the whole system. 
4) We stand to lose so much if there were no animals 
around which we would not be able to learn from non-
sentient beings.

ANIMALS ON A BIODYNAMIC FARM
A Biodynamic farm aims to have no more cattle than can 
be fed from the farm itself, seeking balance between plants 
and animals. Each animal is seen as emerging from a specific 
landscape with a particular attribute and a good farmer will 
know how to orchestrate these elements so that the soil and 
environment can be enlivened and improved.

1. The Cow is particularly central to the Biodynamic Farm. 
As a ruminant she has reached a state of perfection. She 
chews the cud in a state between dreaming and waking, 
inwardly experiencing all the plants of the meadow, chewing 
and re-chewing. It is not difficult to understand why this 
animal is so venerated by the Hindus. The dung is derived 
from a digestive tract 22 times the length of the animal. It is 
so transformed that the cattle are not repelled by it. It is the 
most nutritionally available dung for manuring plants.

2. Sheep ‘clothed in the Golden Fleece’, improve the land 
in a different way to cows. They nibble close to the ground, 
thus encouraging the growth of strong stems that help the 
plant reach up into the air and light. The sheep has four 
stomachs (the cow has six) and a circular digestive process of 
regurgitation for further chewing.

3. The Pig is a very intelligent creature, spending time rooting 
in the soil and is inexhaustibly curious, heaving up the soil 
and disturbing it where it is compacted. Its dung tends to be 
cold and is best composted and used for root cultivation.

4. Chickens. Their dung is rich in phosphorous and chickens 
animate the landscape when they are allowed to range freely.

The Biodynamic system also uses moon and zodiacal 
correspondences to plant, fertilise and harvest crops, thereby 
including the more cosmic influences in the cultivation. 
The preparations used in the compost utilise animal sheaths 
but only with great insight into the polarities created by 
combining these elements. A Biodynamic related experiment 
conducted way back in the1930s by Maye Bruce and formed 
the ‘Quick Return Method’. QR gained quite some followers. 

My experience of signing up to Emerson College with 
my then partner Christopher Dawson, a vegetarian, saw him 
withdraw after only a few weeks on the Biodynamic Course 
because animal parts were used in the ‘preparations’. After 
running a macrobiotic cafe in my house, he left for Japan, 
working with the Mitoku Food Company. Returning to the 
UK with his Japanese wife, he has developed the successful 
Clearspring Food Company which now includes Demeter items, 
thus coming full circle! 

Here we offer an interesting study. Practised often in the 
macrobiotic movement is the observation of the arrangement 
of the human teeth as an indication of the kind of diet we 
have consumed. The human being is clearly capable of being 
an omnivore. Of a total of 32 teeth, one eighth (4) are canines 
to tear food, one quarter (8) are incisors, best suited for 
cutting and slicing particularly, five eighths (20) are molars 
principally to grind cereals. (Of the seven main grains, we can 
see their importance as wholefoods most efficiently bringing 
in light and each one giving rise to a whole civilisation).

I have noted that many peasant dishes are more or less 
composed in a similar ratio e.g. paella, cous-cous, cassoulet 
and many Middle Eastern dishes. Delicious and nutritious; 
grains and vegetables with a small proportion of meat.

COULD BIODYNAMICS FEED THE WORLD?
The answer would be YES; if we changed to eating fresh 
grains, pulses and vegetables, a diet low in saturated fats and 
incorporating some dairy. Otherwise the answer would be NO; 
if we are looking for short term dietary gratification and a 
convenient diet for modern lifestyle expectations. 

We live on the edge of the collapse of the world as we 
know it and we need to be more awake! We need to act now 
through conscious choices.
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METHOD:
1. Make the pastry. In a large bowl sift together the 
flours and salt. Work in the butter with finger tips 
lightly, lifting mixture up to let in air as you do it. (The 
mixture should resemble fine bread crumbs.) Carefully 
add the ice cold water. Now the pastry should stay to-
gether in a ball but should not be too sticky (too much 
water makes pastry hard). Cover and allow to rest in the 
fridge for half an hour while preparing the filling.
2. Trim fibrous end from the asparagus and poach in 
slightly salted water – enough to just about cover – for 5 
minutes (to blanch them). Drain.
3. Sauté onions in butter and oil until translucent, with 
a pinch or two of salt. Add garlic leaves (or spinach) and 
remove from heat.
4. Beat the eggs in a bowl large enough to hold all the 
filling. Make this mixture up to 1 ¼ pt/725 ml with eggs 
and cream. Add a little milk if necessary.
5. Add cheeses, onions and wild garlic (spinach) to the 
egg mixture. Test the seasoning. Add salt and freshly 
ground black pepper.
6. Roll out the pastry case and line a 9 inch loose bot-
tomed flan tin. Crimp pastry edges and place in a bak-
ing tray.
7. Pour in the filling. Then arrange the asparagus all 
round with the tips pointing inwards like the spokes of 
a wheel. Press them a little so they are covered with a 
little of the egg custard but still visible.
8. Cook for 15 minutes at 200 °C/gas mark 6 to seal the 
pastry, then turn heat down to 180°C/gas mark 4 for 
further 40 minutes or until firm and a little golden. Al-
low to rest 10 minutes before slicing.
This tart could be served with new potatoes, or baked 
potatoes, and a large tossed salad.

This recipe is reproduced from ‘The Biodynamic Food  
and Cook book’ by Wendy Cook with kind permission  
of the publishers Clairview Books.
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Serves 6

Required: loose bottomed,
buttered 10 inch/26 cm flan case.

Oven 200°C/gas mark 6 to begin

For the pastry:
6 oz/175 g strong white flour
2 oz/50g 100% whole wheat flour
½ tsp sea salt
5 oz/150g cold butter cut into small pieces
1 tbsp sesame seeds
4 tbsp ice cold water

For the filling:
8 oz/225g onions, sliced in half moons
½ bunch spring onions
1 bunch young asparagus
Generous handful wild garlic, shredded 
(this can be replaced with spinach if not available)
1 oz/25g butter
1 tbsp olive oil
6 oz/175g soft curd cheese
5 eggs
¾ pt (425 ml) single cream
3 oz (75g) grated mature cheddar
Salt and pepper

 R E C I P E
Asparagus Tart 
with Wild Garlic
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OPEN POLLINATED SEEDS are playing an increasingly 
important role in food growing. They are still very 
popular with home and allotment gardeners up 

and down the country and amongst biodynamic growers 
are especially valued and recognised for their cultural 
importance. 

It is interesting to cast one’s mind back to the mid 
to late 1980s. This was when the biodynamic seed impulse 
had its beginnings, simultaneously in Germany, Holland and 
England. At the time we were made aware that biodynamic 
food was being produced using seeds where the mother 
plants had been cultivated by conventional means. Was this 
the right way to continue? It would seem to be more in the 
ethos of biodynamics if the seeds used were sourced from 
biodynamically cultivated plants. 

The plant is a living creation which changes and adapts 
to its treatments and surroundings, so growing the seed-plants 
in a biodynamic setting makes sense. Another aspect of the 
impulse which came clear a little later, was that F1 hybrids 
were starting to make their impact and were probably going 
to outpace the breeding of open pollinated (OP) varieties. 
Fewer and fewer OP varieties would therefore be available and 
they could gradually disappear from the market. Importantly, 
F1 hybrids were seen as ‘dead ends’, which could not be 
reproduced true to type and thus could not properly be 
considered for biodynamic reproduction.

The initiative to start growing biodynamic seeds was 
taken on by several vegetable growers. A seed grower’s 
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Growing and distributing biodynamic open pollinated 
seeds in the UK? Where are we now?

network started to form on the continent as well as in the UK. 
Hans Steenbergen at Stormy Hall Farm in Botton Village and 
Karen Herms from the Grange Camphill set up a seed group 
to start multiplying different crops for seed. These were then 
offered to growers through a seed list. Valuable experience 
was gained over the years and eventually in Botton Village 
a smaller seed company called Stormy Hall Seeds was set up 
growing a wide range of seeds, distributing seed catalogues 
and selling seeds. The same process happened on the 
continent, though Sativa Rheinau seeds in Switzerland came 
about somewhat later. 

The seed impulse, especially in Germany, followed a 
different trajectory and it was recognised quite early on 
that as well as reproducing known, older and established 
open pollinated varieties, developing new varieties bred on 
biodynamic farms was an important new step for the future. In 
1994 an association of plant breeders was established, called 
Kultursaat, to foster and promote the breeding and research of 
new biodynamic vegetable varieties. Vegetable growers started 
becoming breeders. Some had already begun on their farms in 
the 1980s and in the early to mid 1990s the first biodynamic 
bred varieties became available on the seed market. Today 
Kultursaat has 19 full time vegetable breeders with more than 
70 varieties having been registered in the European common 
catalogue. Many of these are available in the UK through the 
Seed Cooperative in Lincolnshire.

In the face of ever bigger seed corporations buying up 
smaller seed companies, with the push for genetically modified 
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Growing and distributing biodynamic open pollinated 
seeds in the UK? Where are we now?

crops and in the face of the continuing drive to breed only 
F1 hybrids for industrial agriculture by mainstream seed 
companies, it seems ever more vital within the work of the 
international biodynamic movement to produce and breed 
open pollinated seeds. Such a seed source is available for 
all, to save seed from and to develop them further just like 
generations before us have done. Through this breeding of 
OP seeds a rich diversity of food crops has been developed by 
farmers over millennia.

  In recent years there have been some significant 
changes within UK biodynamic breeding. As many now 
know, an initiative was started in 2012 by the Biodynamic 
Association, and supported by Garden Organic and The Organic 
Research Centre to try to relocate where the seed work could 
develop further. Stormy Hall Seeds which had been growing 
seeds for many years in Botton Village, was not in a situation 
to physically expand any further. After seeing many different 
places and possibilities, the group which had undertaken to 
find another farm, eventually settled on a 10 ha former plant 
nursery near Spalding in Lincolnshire. The land was grade 1 
but with a fair amount of clay in it. 

In February 2016 the place was bought with part gift 
money and part loan from Triodos Bank. Early on a Community 
Benefit Society as a legal body was set up and the Society 
became a Cooperative. This meant that people could start to 
buy shares to support the project. More than 380 shares have 
been bought and this has been a huge support in getting the 
seed cooperative up and running. 

From the start David Price and Kate Ayre, who initially 
started their seed growers’ experience in Suffolk the year 
before, have been managing the Cooperative. In the first 
instance much time was spent on getting the place tidied up 
and ensuring the glass house irrigation worked well. The land 
had also previously been farmed using chemicals and needed 
to go into biodynamic conversion, which was a three year 
process. This meant that in the first years no seed produced 
on site could be sold via the seed catalogue, but we were 
fortunate enough to be able to grow some seed for Real Seeds 
(a small seed company based in Pembrokeshire exclusively 
producing open pollinated varieties). Trees were also planted 
along the south border and to divide up the south field. In 
the second year all the land was sown with a rye, clover and 
chicory mixture and mown on a regular basis to help build up 
organic matter in the soil. It wasn’t until 2018 that the Seed 
Cooperative acquired its organic certification which meant 
it was the first year it could produce seeds for direct sale. It 
grew 22 different varieties. In 2019 it will acquire the Demeter 
status. Kate Ayre and Helen Holmes are responsible for the 
seed crops which so far have been mostly grown in the green 
houses. 

A steady flow of Wwoofers (World Wide Opportunities 
on Organic farms) who have stayed for different lengths 
of time has provided invaluable support. The day to day 
office management, getting the seed business established, 
including website development and administration has been 
a very full task carried out by David Price. The intense time 
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for everyone was between Christmas and 
mid April when all the seed orders come 
in. This meant all hands on deck as well as 
employing extra staff. 

Since the beginning there has been a 
group of directors who together with staff have 
held 6 weekly zoom or skype meetings to confer about 
plans. Every three months there is a face to face meeting at 
Gosberton. The people not living on site who are on the board 
are Elly Austin, Hans Steenbergen, Gemma Mckay, Laurence 
Adams, André Tranquilini, Tony Smith, Lorraine Bellis and 
Peter Brinch.

An important aspect of the Seed Cooperatives ideology 
is to have as much seed produced in the UK as possible. Today 
generally very little seed is produced in the UK and most seed 
companies import their seeds. It was only during the Second 
World War that Britain was fairly self-sufficient in producing 
seeds. A network has already been established since Stormy 
Hall Seeds existed and every year a list is sent out to seed 
growers requesting different varieties to be grown. This work 
is coordinated by Hans Steenbergen. 

Seed growers living in different parts of the country are 
visited each season to see how crops are growing. We also 
have had a couple of one day seed workshops to support new 
growers in growing the seed. In 2018 the Seed Cooperative 
had 15 growers. We are hoping to increase this and are always 
looking for new growers who would like to join the network 
and start growing for the Seed Cooperative. During 2018 
a tomato breeding program was started, trialling out-door 
varieties for blight resistance. We shall follow this work with 
interest.

The Seed Cooperative has held at least 2 open days 
a year and these have been well attended. There is much 
interest in the work and the Cooperative has quickly 

gained a name for itself. An interesting 
development has been that many 

wholefood and organic shops have also 
started to stock seeds. This means our seeds 

are also reaching a wider public up and down 
the country.
In terms of recognition of its work, it should be 

noted that the Seed Cooperative was a finalist in the 2017 
BBC Food and Farming Awards, a remarkable achievement. 
It was also nominated as one of four finalists for sustainable 
innovation at the Blue Patch Awards https://community.
bluepatch.org/the-shortlist-2018-blue-patch-sustainable-
business-awards/

A particular appeal to Biodynamic and Organic growers.
We are sometimes looking for root crops in particular but 
also onions, leeks and brassicas from which we can make a 
selection for seed production. If you use Seed Coop seeds, we 
would be very glad to hear from you if you are happy for us to 
visit, make a selection, take the plants with us and naturally 
pay you for them. Peter Brinch    

FOR YOUR DIARIES:
This summer there will be an open day on Saturday July 27th 
with another one being held on Sunday September 8th 
This year’s AGM will be held on Saturday November 9th 
For times of open days and AGM please see website below 
nearer the time. 
 
Become a member buying one pound shares, 
minimum 100 shares, 
Please visit the website: www.seedcooperative.org.uk
Please also visit the website: 
www.open-pollinated-seeds.org.uk for more information 
about open pollinated seeds and why we need to grow them.
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WE, AT THE BIODYNAMIC LAND TRUST, and you, 
supporters of biodynamic agriculture, have known 
for a long time that biodynamic agriculture has a 

lot to offer the planet, nature and our food systems. And 
that industrial farming and the capitalist approach of 
profit-driven food production are damaging soil and the 
health and ultimately the balance of nature and therefore 
the climate. 

This is not so obvious in our temperate zones, but the 
irregular cycles of unstable weather are showing here too. 
We, in ‘rich’ western counties, have national possibilities 
unavailable in many other parts of the world. In the UK we 
continue to import 60% of our food, waste much of it and still 
have more than enough, as a nation, to eat. But for a healthy 
future, regenerative agriculture that respects all of nature, 
humanity and the planet is urgently needed and biodynamics 

The planet needs help to re-find 
some balance and harmony, farming 
can be part of the solution Gabriel Kaye, Director

can offer that. 
Biodynamic farming and gardening builds soil humus 

and health, it increases carbon and fungal and microbial life 
in the soil with the help of the biodynamic preparations, 
good cultivation and grazing practices. It reduces nitrous 
oxide emissions from crop cultures and methane from cows. 
With loving care and natural healthy animal feed it respects 
all of nature and gives it space on farms. These practices and 
treating farms as whole living organisms helps bring health, 
harmony and order back into the environment. This can even 
help bring some balance to weather patterns and work to 
mitigate the extremes of drought as experienced and practiced 
by some farmers such as Hugh Lovel.

The following report is from the recent Demeter 
International newsletter. 

CLIMATE PROTECTION THROUGH BIODYNAMIC AGRICULTURE 
From scientific research in the DOK study in Therwil, Switzerland, it is known that biodynamics is the most sustainable 
form of agriculture. This long-term study has been comparing biodynamic (D), organic (O) and conventional (K) agriculture 
for 40 years and is jointly run and funded by the FiBL (Research Institute of Organic Agriculture) and Agroscope, the Swiss 
government centre of excellence for agricultural research.

In these comparisons biodynamic agriculture is distinguished in particular by the highest organic carbon deposits and 
therefore the best CO2 sequestration, the highest microbial diversity in the soil and the lowest nitrous oxide emissions (N2O). 
This means that biodynamic agriculture has the potential to protect the climate on the one hand and to preserve soil fertility 
on the other, even in times of climate change. 

The idea is to scientifically prove this potential in practice as well and so make the resilience of biodynamic agriculture 
more comprehensible to both the wider public and politicians and officials. An initial project outline was developed along 
with the FiBL and, after being worked through again, was expanded with all the important aspects of sustainability. Based on 
the analysis of soil quality and carbon reserves, the project covers a whole-farm sustainability assessment, an economic and 
environmental impact analysis and a synthesis with the socio-political implications. 
Ueli Hurter/ Susanna Küffer Heer 

This is why securing land for healthy, respectful (and 
biodynamic) farming is so important, and the Biodynamic 
Land Trust is keen to have the means and support to continue 
its work on this mission. 

SUSTAINABLE INCOME
The Trust is so grateful to those who heard the call for help 
with funds for our sustainable income project. It is marvellous 
to feel our message has been heard and that people are 
supporting it with regular donations. 

Through these donations we can now fund couple of 
extra hours a week which is a real help, thank you. The hope 
is to build this support process to reach sufficient funding for 
two days a week of staff hours (plus ancillary activity costs 
to approx £15,000) so that we can continue to develop the 
deployment of our mission to save and secure land. Do take 
action to help us secure land, contact us or see our website. 

There is a lot to do to find innovative ways of securing 
land and to build support and groups to develop more 
biodynamic community-connected farms. Such that can people 
know and be involved with where their food comes from, 
relate to nature and reconnect to their own well-being, and 
have fresh healthy locally grown fruit and vegetables without 
chemical sprays.

1 https://biodynamics.net.au/
biodynamic-preparations-and-drought/ &
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7f2sVdbUwX4

2 https://www.fibl.org/en/switzerland/research/
soil-sciences/bw-projekte/dok-trial.html
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AS MANY READERS WILL KNOW, 2019 is the bicentenary of John Ruskin’s birth. Ruskin was 
born in London to aspiring parents. His mother read to him daily from the King James 
Bible. On reading and completing it, they started on a second round, thus embedding in 

him a powerful rhythmical movement in the use of language and pictorial imagery. This capacity 
of Ruskin’s shaped the whole future of his lyrical, metaphorical and sometimes deeply complex 
thoughts and insights. 

His father was a highly successful sherry merchant and young John Ruskin accompanied his father 
in the carriage to many stately homes, where they were delivering sherry and developing business 
relationships.

By the age of 13, Ruskin had been given a pocket book of Samuel Roger’s long poem Italy illustrated 
with Turner’s drawings. This brought him to new heights of artistic development. In fact, when Ruskin 
later visited some of the sights that Turner had painted, he engaged with his father and argued that 
Turner had not seen them properly. In developing the gift of observing what Turner had not painted 
or drawn, he thereby began a critique of what Turner had omitted to paint and went on to develop art 
criticism. In fact, Turner had already started to transcend the observable to the impressionable. 

At this tender age, Ruskin was both precocious and exceptionally intelligent. He would later become 
the foremost critic and conscience of the Victorian era. His capacity to penetrate into the aesthetics of his 
own time and into historical architecture and art is legendary. It was at this point that he wrote his first 
story, The King of the Golden River. Writing and art appreciation would become his hallmarks and legacy 
amongst the wide-ranging achievements and influences of a polymath.

John Ruskin has a considerable and highly eloquent intellectual following worldwide and is revered 
in many circles. He was equally challenged regarding the more personal aspects of his relationships. I 
often regard him as the male equivalent of Queen Victoria’s influence at the time as his life spanned her 
very long and influential reign (Ruskin lived from 1819-1900, Victoria from 1819 – 1901). 

Ruskin’s impact on British society and far beyond is clear. During his life and well afterwards, his 
influence was legendary: it is well-recorded on Tolstoy, Gandhi and Proust, for example. Ruskin was the 
co-founder of the National Trust, championed the minimum wage, created a Gothic revival and regularly 
experimented with a host of new social and economic ideas.

Two of his books stand out above all as significant influences on the wider world. One is the Stones 
of Venice, in which he saw the archetypes behind the achievement of Venice as a morphology of human 
ingenuity and imagination. The other is Unto This Last. Gandhi declared, when he read it many years 
later, that it gave him the insights needed for his passive resistance movement to remove the British from 
India.

Unto This Last contains within it the seeds of the threefold social order, the development of land 
trusts and a new economic vision. Ruskin did indeed set up a land trust and gained legal status for it 
between 1878 and 1879. He called his Trust the Guild of St George, because he deeply identified with 
St George as an emblem to confront the demise of human freedom and the mechanistic and industrial 
enslavement that he saw as affecting British culture.

The legal formation of the Guild of St George and what later became Ruskinland, which is still 
operating in a healthy and dynamic way near Bewdley in Shropshire, are testament to his far-reaching 
insights at the time.

Ruskin’s experiment in Sheffield regarding community, land and sustainability was also legendary. 
This project has not survived, but the location of this community experiment in land management and 
sustainability can be seen from the road. 

It is clear that John Ruskin brought a remarkable array of insights to countless subject areas, 
but his foremost contribution lies in rethinking the assumptions of the Victorian industrial-financial 
model, in which nature was to be subject to the control of man. With his good friend William Morris, he 
inaugurated the Arts and Crafts Movement, which was to re-embed human capacity as an expression of 
aesthetics and individuation within the production process. 

He championed JMW Turner as having an exceptional achievement and vision; Turner appointed 
Ruskin executor of his entire collection of works.

John Ruskin: 
an Anglo-Saxon Goethe

‘Industry without art is brutality’
                   John Ruskin, Modern Painters, Volume III, part IV, Chapter XVI

By Aonghus Gordon
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What are the strategic influences on Ruskin?
There are a few references to Goethe in Ruskin’s vast literary library – some are contradictory. However, 
the overall gist is exceedingly positive. Through his close relationship to Thomas Carlyle, who translated 
and corresponded with Goethe, Ruskin had direct access to many of the contemporary insights being 
disseminated. As we know, Turner also had direct access to a number of significant insights with regards 
to Goethe’s theory of colour. 

I consider John Ruskin to be one of a few Anglo-Saxon Goethes, paralleling Emerson’s work in the 
US. In this context it may be said that, like Goethe, Ruskin had the exceptional quality of being able to 
enter into the essence of what was being perceived, particularly with regard to stones and plants and 
architecture. He could pick up a piece of schist in the Chamonix Valley, hold it up and see the macro in 
the micro. In this example, he remarked that he could see the whole massif of Mont Blanc in this rock 
sample. Ruskin entered contexts, the spirit of place, both on a macro and micro level.

This morphological capacity to see and think gave him access to being able to read the script of 
nature, and he applied it to many human developmental principles.

In more recent years, many attempts have been made to translate Ruskin’s visionary, social and 
scientific thoughts and to find contemporary contexts for their agency and influence. Robert Hewson 
edited the collection There is No Wealth but Life: Ruskin in the 21st Century, covering subjects including 
art, charity, cooperation, education, enterprise, faith, nature, play and sight, with chapters by a number 
of activists and contemporary thinkers. 

Under “Nature”, Jonathan Porritt wrote: “To say the least, John Ruskin is a complicated character 
for the 21st-century Environment Movement to read and relate to. There are those who would have us 
believe that Ruskin is a prophetic, visionary voice, prefiguring today’s environmental crises, offering a 
unique combination of spiritual, scientific, aesthetic and progressive political perspectives that make 
most contemporary environmental commentators sound, by comparison, both narrow and anaemic.”

These insights of Ruskin’s found little comprehension among most folk at the time outside a few 
small circles, but his thoughts slowly led to what we may now consider to be the foundation of the 
environmental movement. He further went on to say the following: “God has lent us the Earth for 
our life; it is a great entail. It belongs as much to those who are to come after us, and those names 
are already written in the book of creation, as to us; and we have no right, by anything that we do or 
neglect, to involve them in unnecessary penalties, or deprive them of the benefits which it was in our 
power to bequeath.”

Ruskin Mill Trust has been delighted to work with the Director of John Ruskin’s house, Brantwood in 
the Lake District, Howard Hull and Sally Beamish in inaugurating experimental and biodynamic activity. 
As a committed Ruskinian Sally was able to undertake both an intellectual and a spiritual bridge into the 
foundational content of Ruskin’s vision for nature. She has been recognised since her death as one of a 
few exceptional activists who could take Ruskin’s work on the environment to the next level. 

Ruskin’s championing of the need to free land from being a capital asset concords so deeply with 
Rudolf Steiner’s vision that as part of Ruskin’s bicentenary we are discussing with Triodos bank how 
we can remove all interest and capital and free all our biodynamic Demeter certified land from the grip 
of both capital and interest constraints. It is none other than the soaring interest rates and capital 
repayments on land that are primarily sending nature in to the grave, where we are forced through the 
misappropriation of our financial thinking to drive nature into exhaustion and depletion, so that the food 
eventually has little vitality. After all Ruskin’s sole creed was ‘Vital Beauty, there is no wealth but life’. 

Ruskin Mill Trust draws on Rudolf Steiner’s spiritual science in training its method, Practical Skills 
Therapeutic Education; thanks to Ruskin’s radical leading thinking, the Trust finds a resonance and echo in 
how it organises and presents biodynamics as a natural continuum from his morphological insights. From 
this May, Ruskin Mill Trust will be inaugurating a series of celebrations for Ruskin’s bicentenary year. 
Aonghus Gordon is Founder and Executive Chair of the Ruskin Mill Trust
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“Farming works directly with nature, it is true primary 
production and therefore a starting point for all value 
creation. It therefore has a hard time in the highly complex 
capital-driven economy of today.” This was part of the 
opening statement given at the February 2019 Land and 
Economy, agriculture conference in Dornach led by Ueli 
Hurter and Jean-Michel Florin, leaders of the Agriculture 
Section at the Goetheanum, Switzerland.

We know that the retail sales system does not work for 
healthy farming as too little of the money made through these 
sales returns to the farmer. More and more groups of farmers 
are working to change this. At this conference some key 
examples were shared.

The predicament of too little return can also inspire 
innovation such as Community Supported Agriculture (CSA), 
regional associations, new cooperative food systems and 
attempts at true cost accounting. 

In the UK there is increasing interest in CSAs and 
their valuable role in providing healthy, fresh food to local 
communities and enabling entrant farmers and growers 
to start growing food. Patrick Holden, MBE, CEO of the 
Sustainable Food Trust, is working hard with his team in 
Bristol to raise awareness for true cost accounting1 and the 
need for a realistic pricing and ‘polluter pays’ system.

Agriculture exists in the tension between 
the needs of land, nature and cosmos on 
the one hand and the economy and market 
prices on the other. The farmer is constantly 
at risk of being squeezed between the two. 
Many community-supported biodynamic and 
organic farms however are viable and can pay 
a living wage. 

Our present-day economy 
is suffering from excessive 
production, a continuous drive 
for growth and profits and 
other ideologically driven 
capitalist constructs. Real 
agriculture can help restore 
a sense of proportion and 
give dignity and purpose 
to farmers, consumers and 
nature lovers. Working with 
nature for our food and wellbeing 
can restore a sense of balance and 
harmony.

By Gabriel Kaye, Executive Director of the BDA

LAND AND ECONOMY
The biodynamic movement is growing in many countries 
across the world and with it recognition of the Demeter brand. 
This is also the case in the UK, although here Demeter is not 
recognised to the same extent as it in Germany, Switzerland or 
France. 

Growing public awareness of the multiple crises facing 
the environment means that here in the UK the time is now 
ripe for change. It is only a matter of time before we discover 
the true depth of the devastation caused by industrial farming 
and its lack of respect for nature. (It took decades to realise 
the health problems that are caused by tobacco and smoking). 
Chemical-free and truly nutritious food produced using 
restorative farming methods has a good story to tell.

How do we gain public recognition for the Demeter 
brand and biodynamic quality? How do we get a proper price 
for biodynamic products from the more than 100 biodynamic 
farms and market gardens in the UK? Not all the Demeter 
produce from these farms is sold as organic and Demeter, yet 
there are consumers across the country who are looking for 
more such produce.

DEVELOPING ASSOCIATIVE ECONOMICS
“Associative economy is not ONE path, but the focus of many 
paths. It is as I see it, not a technical solution, but a space 
for social and economic innovation, for a modern economy 
respectful of human dignity. …… The potential for an economy 
that respects human dignity is in principle as large as the whole 
earth and as powerful as humanity as a whole. On a practical 
level I think that there is a window of opportunity of around 
three years for really moving forward with the biodynamic 
movement and organic market. I am convinced that associative 

working will have a decisive role to play. The deeper, more 
genuine and consistently associative the marketing 
arrangements become, the more resilient and effective will 
they be for the future.” Ueli Hurter 
 When we apply the biodynamic approach to our 
farms, we show respect to the whole of nature and see 
the farm as a balanced organisation or organism. We 
seek to bring harmony, care and love to it all when we 
practice biodynamics. Can we apply the same principles 
when we sell biodynamic produce? Can we bring 
respect to each part of the supply chain and engender 

that respect in traders, retailers and consumers? This is 
what the processes and principles of associative economics 
seek to do.

Land and Economy- 
Associative Economics- 
from soil to consumers

Ueli Hurter 40
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FROM FIELD TO PLATE – FOOD SYSTEMS 
BY DR. JASMIN PESCHKE –
extracts from the Demeter International May newsletter
Report from the specialist forum at the 
Agriculture conference 2019. 

All processes and facilities that provide food for human 
consumption come under the heading of food system. 
This covers the entire production chain from agriculture, 
food processing and trade through to planning the 
menu. It can be a farm with a farm shop, a CSA, a school 
farm or intentional community that undertakes food 
processing and marketing and offers customers the 
chance to experience or take part in courses. Such a 
food system depends on the cultivation of relationships. 
Examples were given by contributors to the specialist 
forum: 

Patricia Flores, the South American IFOAM coordinator, 
described how in Peru with the support of biodynamic 
advisors, small farmers have been able to rediscover their 
connection to the land and so build up their production of 
healthy food. Anna Perret, from the Jura in Switzerland, runs 
projects to develop sustainable food systems and organises 
trips out for consumers. An authentic connection to the 
origin of vegetables, bread and wine comes about on farms, 
in bakeries and in vineyards. “If children are taught to cook, 
they learn the skills to change the world”, said Heidi Leonhard 
(lecturer in sustainable cookery) and pointed out how the 
themes of sugar, sweets and fair trade (where does chocolate 
come from) can be woven into the cooking of brownies. 
Using the motto “connection creates future” Margarete 
Hinterlang from the school farm of the Freien Landbauschule, 
Dottenfelderhof, Germany, connects children and young 
people to daily life on the farm. Fodder preparation, mucking 
out and weeding are part of the ‘lessons’. (You can read an 
extensive report in the 2019 Conference Documentation which 
is due to appear in June.)

Also by Jasmin an extract from the Annual Report from 
the Agriculture Section of the Goetheanum 

Relationships in food systems was also the focus of one 
afternoon of the Agricultural Conference 2019. A food 
system includes all the processes which contribute to 
feeding the human being. There is a need to advise small 
farmers, introduce consumers to craft food production, bring 
sustainability as a topic in cooking lessons in schools and, 
last but not least, to plant seeds for a healthy future by 
having pupils help in the day-to-day work on the farm. The 
human being is at the centre of the value chain that runs 
from field to plate, to the community round the table. 

It is a real connection to food that we seem to have lost 
in the UK. When we shop in a supermarket or ordinary grocery 
shop the tendency is to choose food according to how it looks 
and what it costs even though we (consumers in general) are 
beginning to make choices, such as which country it is from 
(i.e. choosing the UK first). And as a society, we like diversity 
and choice, so our first impulse may not be an ethical one. 
This is now changing; organic food sales have increased in 
2018 by 5.3% to 1.5% of total food and drink sales, with a 
value of £2.33m according to recent reports2. The UK imports 
about 60% of its food from outside the UK, and exports some 
of the same products it imports, such as milk, yogurt, lamb 
and beef. About 4% of our farmland is cultivated organically 
and a small part of this is biodynamic. The discrepancy appears 
to be due to the value of sold products. Much of the organic 
and Demeter sales are in fresh fruit, vegetables and meat that 
is sold direct from the farm or via box schemes and much less 
in the more complex value-added products. Can we increase 
supplies to meet a potential and growing demand?

MARKETING, SUPPLY-CHAINS FOR HEALTHY FOOD 
AND SOCIAL INTERACTION & RECOGNISING THEIR 
INTERDEPENDENCE
Can we generate an improvement in the supply and availability 
of products in the organic/biodynamic sector? Together with 
our Demeter and Organic licensees, we are setting out to 
establish what supply chains already exist and which ones 
work well. We will also be meeting with traders and retailers 
who are involved with or interested in organic and Demeter 
products. There are consumers out there asking and looking 
for them; can we build a Demeter Consumer group? Are you 
interested to join or lead such a group?

The initiatives of the BDA and Certification teams will 
be informed by the models of associative economics practised 
in the successful supply chains across Europe such as Bio 
Development AG, Biopartner3,  Voelkeljuice4 and Oikopolis5. 
These mostly work regionally or with a distributor with a 
chain of shops (e.g. the Swiss COOP). 

“Associative working is the basis for fairer marketing and 
pricing, as was shown by the contributions from several food 
processors and traders including Voelkel, Eosta, Oikopolis and in 
part also the Swiss report about the engagement with COOP. How 
can this approach be adopted more widely, to begin with  
at least within Demeter?” Ueli Hurter (diag. 1).

Bio Development AG, Oikopolis and others are working 
to ensure that all players within the agricultural value chain 
are duly compensated for their work in line with associative 
economic principles so that together they can manufacture 
food products that are as sustainable and close to nature as 
possible. The core aim of such initiatives and companies is to 
strengthen agriculture as the starting point for a sustainable 

(diag. 1).
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food supply. This is achieved by creating the conditions for a 
sustainable and conscious approach to production and supply 
that is underpinned by biodynamic principles. With a strong 
sense of community, these inspired leaders in fair supply-chain 
development aim to support and bring together independent, 
values-based organic and Demeter food companies. This leads 
to the emergence of a “table to farm” movement – an increase 
in the demand for authentic and high-quality products –  
which is then eagerly met by motivated ‘farm to table’ farmers6. 

“For us (Voelkel), setting a social and environmental 
example means thinking socially, promoting environmentally-
friendly agriculture and allowing people to play an appropriate 
role in our appreciation chain. Read what we do and how we 
think here.” (see note iv)

The BDA marketing team wants to work closely with 
all the partners in each supply-chain, build trust and 
understanding and on the basis of that understanding, 
negotiate the right margins for each product and each part 
of the chain, so that all parties receive due recognition and 
all partners can survive (and hopefully thrive) in challenging 
economic times. 

Oikopolis is an incredible example that was started 
and kept going for 30 years by one man, Änder Schanck, a 
biodynamic farmer, with a vision to make healthy food more 
available in Luxembourg where he farmed. Being Demeter 
products, his farm produce was seen as niche and expensive. 
For him Rudolf Steiner’s Agriculture Course was only half the 
picture, the other half was Steiner’s course on World Economy. 
For Änder the price of a product is the agglomeration of forces, 
energy and impulses that enable it to exist. For example, 
the price of an apple only arises once the apple is picked, 
transported and sold. While it is on the tree it has no actual 
value.

Änder Schanck sees the farm as supported by and held 
within the sphere of the Cosmos (diag. 2) while the Round 
Table of supply chain members is supported by and held 
within society’s relationships and contracts. He sees the 
development of this round table work as essential to good food 
distribution, supply chains and to determine the ‘right price’ 
for the products of farmers, processors and traders. This is 

something to build, create and keep flexible. He recommends 
(as do others working in this way) having annual ‘round table’ 
meetings for each supply chain in which products, quantities 
and prices can be discussed in the light of current sales, trends 
etc. and agreed before the new season starts. (diag. 3).

He has built up groups of farms and connected 
supply chains over many years. They now have an organic 
supermarket in the suburbs of Luxembourg City with large 
quantities of Demeter products and a number of smaller 
outlets and distributors across Luxembourg.

CONSUMER CHOICE – 
HEALTHY OPTIONS FOR HUMANS AND PLANET
Consumers, us, the eating public, are at the root and tip of the 
whole food system and this gives us power. 

There have been studies, notably by the World Health 
Organisation, that indicate that eating organic has positive 
effects on health and reduces the risk of cancer7 – reducing 
risk by 25% overall but in some categories as much as 
86%. The report says “The difference between organic and 
conventional foods primarily is that organic foods are less likely 
to contain pesticide residues as organic farmers have to adhere 
to strict sets of standards for their produce to be classified as 
organic.“ We could consider that what is good for bees and 
humans, i.e. no chemicals, is good for the planet too.

As a consumer do you connect healthy soil and healthy 
gut bacteria as many do? Are you looking for more chemical-
free and Demeter food from healthy soil? Do you want to 
increase local availability so that you can get organic and 
Demeter vegetables, bread, cheese, jam? Are there shop-type 
products available in your area such as Demeter flour? The 
BDA is looking for consumers who are interested in forming 
consumer groups, talking at local gardening or WI-type club 
meetings about healthy food, the planet and consumer issues? 
We are seeking people who have the time and inclination 
to help promote healthy choices and show retailers that 
consumers want and will buy the healthy choice, if it is 
available. Do contact us at the BDA to join this work.

Diagram 2 shows the Farm Organism is part of       the Cosmos /Universe and how it relates through 
the farmer (B) to the Supply-chain Association with Processors (V) , Wholesalers (GH), Retailers /
Restaurants (EH), and Consumers (K) which is part of society and social relationships (Gesellschaft).
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1 https://sustainablefoodtrust.org/key-issues/true-cost-accounting/
2 https://www.soilassociation.org/press-centre/press-releases/organic-market-report-2019/
3 https://www.biopartner.ch/home/ (in German and French)
4 https://voelkeljuice.de/en/unternehmen-stiftung.html
5 http://www.oikopolis.lu/de/home/ (unfortunately not available in English)
6https://bio-development.net/en/
7 https://www.worldhealth.net/news/link-between-eating-organic-and-reduced-cancer-risk/
8 https://biodynamics.net.au/biodynamic-preparations-and-drought/ & https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7f2sVdbUwX4

VALUES LED CHOICES – 
BUYING FOOD THAT CREATES THE FUTURE WE WANT
We care for nature; soil, plants, farm animals and our 
environment when we farm and garden biodynamically. We, 
like so many others, want the world to be a good place, a 
place where we can feel at home. We see our planet as a whole 
living entity when we think biodynamically, but how do we 
think and act in the rest of our life? (diag. 4). What are our 
expectations, where do we extend our care? It is easy to be 
influenced by capitalism and profit-led thinking, what is 
cheap and so on. But how do we think when we shop, travel, 
dispose of waste, clean our house and clothes or entertain 
ourselves? Are we awake to our choices – there are so many – 
and to the implications? Do we live in fear of the future and 
what it might bring? Or do we manage to trust the universe 
and our higher selves, knowing that it is through challenge 
that we awaken to new perspective and that we can make 
choices for a positive future?

This challenge to work consciously with the spirit of 
our times is one that we wish to bring to our work on supply 
chains, marketing and to the BDA in general. It is ongoing 
work, but do join us, help us, challenge us, we know there is 
always room for improvement.

SEEDS FOR A HEALTHY FUTURE, 
THE BASIS FOR HEALTHY FOOD
“Seed as a cultural asset (extract from annual Activity Report 
from the Agriculture Section)

Seed is an ongoing topic in the Agriculture Section. We 
are working on three strands of this at present: 1. How can 
biodynamic plant breeding be financed in the long term? We are 
working on the idea of a fund to support crop plant diversity. 
2. In Demeter vegetable growing the use of hybrid varieties is 
discouraged, but in practice they are used widely: how can we 
resolve this contradiction? A core group has started to work 
on this. 3. Continuing professional development for breeders: 
the third professional development week for those working in 
biodynamic breeding initiatives took place in January 2019. The 
Section is a partner in this initiative which is organised by the 
Fund for Crop Plant Development.” Ueli Hurter 

This work is being carried in the UK by the Seed 
Cooperative which works with the international group 
coordinated in Dornach (as above). Saving the diversity of 
our cultivated plants, as well as wild ones, is essential to 
our future ability to feed ourselves in the face of changes in 
climate and growing conditions. Please take action for a better 
world in this field of activity too; buy organic and Demeter 
seed, support local seed saving and the Gaia seed saving 
trainings and if you can, buy shares in the Seed Cooperative 
so that it can pay-off the loan used to buy the land. This is all 
part of creating healthy food systems and deciding where our 
positive choices can be brought to bear.

Biodynamic farming (we cannot say it enough) is about 
farming with total respect for the whole of nature, recognising 
our planet as a living organism that through our greed and 
lack of care is becoming seriously polluted, damaged and out 
of balance. The biodynamic preparations work as activators to 
restore life, balance, harmony and health to nature8, please 
use them whenever and wherever you can.

Diagram 3 shows the farm 
in relation to the round table 
association (as per diagram 2)

Diagram 4 shows how profit can be distributed more fairly 
between planet and people - not just corporations, where each one 
gets her part.
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THE SECRETS OF BEES
Michael Weiler; Introduction by Horst 
Kornberger; Translated by David 
Heaf
Published by Floris Books
Paperback, 160 pages, £9.99

Reviewed by Christian Gruetzmacher

Michael Weiler’s beautifully written 
book ‘The Secrets of Bees’ is a 
revised translation by David Heaf of 
Michael Weller’s original work: ‘Bees 
and Honey: from flower to jar’. (1) 

One immediately notices a change in 
perspective, taking the narrative from the 
viewpoint of the individual observer sometimes 
referred to as “the visitor”, to a form that 
implies a wider group of observers - all 
humanity perhaps - in the regular use of “we”, 
“our”, “us” (for example: ‘Now another event 
holds us spellbound ... “).

Several aspects improve the presentation of 
this book’s fascinating topic. Apart from a 
tightening up of the translation itself, along 
with the occasional rearrangement of some 
of the sequences enlarging upon the bee’s 
activity, (and some different headings better 
reflecting the ‘bee-year’ and the related 
management activities); the visual production 
of the whole has improved and photographs 
and diagrams for example are very much more 
clear than in the previous edition. 

This classic of Demeter’s beekeeping literature 
takes the reader on a journey into Honey-Bee 
biology and bee management through-the-
year. The book is a very good  
introductory reading-choice for  
any novice beekeeper as well as  
for moveable frame hive  
beekeepers who might be  

considering to work in a more bee-centred 
and Demeter-inspired way (especially those 
beekeepers using De Leyens’ or Golden 
Hives). 

Since the publication of the extended 
German version in 2000, on which this 
translation is based, a diverse community of 
natural, alternative and organic beekeepers 
has continuously grown - using a variety 
of hives such as Log Hives, Sun Hives and 
Top Bar Hives - and additional research into 
these approaches is recommended before 
making one’s own choice of hive type. 

From the perspective of productive Demeter-
certified beekeeping, this book is still up to 
date as its management recommendations 
continue to be in line with the new 
international Demeter Beekeeping standards 
(2), including the professional insider 
knowledge given in the appendix by Günter 
Friedmann. 

Overall this little book is a beautiful addition 
to any beekeeper’s or Demeter practitioner’s 
library. 

Christian runs the Bee Observatory  
Project in Stroud. For more details see: 
https://www.bee-observatory.org

(1) Michael Weiler ‘BEES AND 
HONEY, FROM FLOWER TO JAR’, Floris 
Books 2006 also translated by David Heaf 

(2) DEMETER BEEKEEPING AND HIVE 
PRODUCT STANDARDS as of June 2018 
can be found at: https://www.demeter.
net/certification/standards/beekeeping

DIRT TO SOIL, ONE FAMILY’S
JOURNEY INTO REGENERATIVE 
AGRICULTURE 
by Gabe Brown
published by Chelsea 
Green Publishing, 2018
240 pages, £9.87

Reviewed by Peter Brown

I highly recommend this book to 
anyone with an interest in farming, 
as it is likely to help them on their 
own journey, be they still farming 
‘conventionally’ or are already 
practicing biodynamics.

Gabe Brown has been on a fascinating 
journey of learning how to farm with nature 
and has my greatest respect for how he 
has managed to be observant, change his 
thinking and put things into practice. This 
has enabled him to achieve clear guiding 
principles on how to farm in a way that 
has regenerated his soil and has created a 
wonderful farm ecosystem where the human 
being is also an important part. Sound 
farming like this should be the basis of all 
Biodynamic agriculture too.

An important principle of Biodynamic farming 
is that a farm should evolve to be able to 
generate and grow its fertility without having 
to bring in inputs of fertilisers and animal 
feeds. Although not Biodynamic, Gabe shows 
how this can be done.
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COMPOST TEAS
by Eric Fisher
Published by Permanent 
Publications
Published: April 2019
ISBN: 978 1 85623 327 9
Price £16

Reviewed by Richard Swann

I first came across compost teas 
several years ago when I peered into 
a large tank of bubbling liquid at 
Laverstoke Park Farm in Berkshire. 
It was explained to me that in 
the cauldron, with the help of the 
aeration, microbes were multiplying 
at a phenomenal rate. The potent 
mixture would then later be sprayed 
on to the land to benefit the 
microbial activity in the soil.

Later we heard about the Soil Food Web, 
as formulated by Elaine Ingham, from Joel 
Williams who very graphically explained the 
importance of bacteria, fungi, nematodes and 
protozoa in the life of the soil. At the time the 
best practical book was Teaming with Microbes 
by Jeff Lowenfells and Wayne Lewis.

This new book now takes the knowledge and 
practice of compost teas a step further. It is 
written by Permaculturalist Eric Fisher and is 
well researched. There are twenty-one pages 
of references in very small print! It is both an 
academic as well as a very practical handbook. 

The book first of all gives a solid ground into soil 
nutrients and what the plant needs as nutrients, 

before going on to describe both non aerated and 
aerated teas we can all try out on our gardens and 
farms.

I have already been inspired by the section on 
‘Feed Preparations’ and have started brews 
of comfrey and nettle in my allotment. Both 
of these plants are quite commonly available 
for many people and are easy to make. Nettle 
jauche is well know in biodynamic literature 
too. Several other plant preparations are 
described.

In the book there is a handy chart to suggest 
when these feeding teas can be applied for a 
selection of crops.

A bit more challenging, however, comes with 
getting set up for making aerated teas where 
air is bubbled through a mixture of compost 
in water. With the aid of pictures it is clearly 
demonstrated how you can set up you own 
‘bubbler’ using equipment that is readily 
available. But first the author explains the 
importance of good compost and how you can 
make your own.

Biodynamics gets mentioned quite a lot. For 
example, there is a section which describes 
watering and fertilising using the moon 
rhythms. A complete appendix is devoted 
to a description of each of the biodynamic 
preparations, how they are made and their 
benefits.

This book is well laid out and the content is 
easy to access. It will certainly appeal to many 
biodynamic gardeners and farmers. I am aware 
that there are some biodynamic practitioners 

who are cautious about the use of compost 
teas. On the other hand, I have recently heard 
how they are being used successfully in the 
vineyards. So, I would welcome further debate 
on this in Star and Furrow.

If you would like a free taster for what the 
book has to offer please visit Eric’s blog at 
https://ericfisher.blog/. Then click on the link 
to obtain a 70-page e-book which includes 
the Introduction from the book along with 
interviews with a couple of compost tea 
makers.

BIODYNAMIC ASSOCIATION 
CERTIFICATION AND DEMETER UK
At Demeter and BDA Certification we offer biodynamic/Demeter  
and organic certification, but we also see certification a bit  
differently. We see that by applying for certification you are  
actually making a statement of your own principles:

n To protect and revitalise soil
n To support diversity, both wild and cultivated
n To care for animals so that they can thrive
n To make food and drink with flavour and vitality
n To work with people and the planet in ways that are healthy and fair

We are simply here to help you live up to and document your
own passion and principles.

Supportive and principled certification, 
that is what we do.

Queries? 

Interested?

Get in touch: 
certification@biodynamic.org.uk



FAVOURITE TOPICS 
IN STAR AND FURROW
The top 10 most liked topics  
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FIRST OF ALL A BIG THANK YOU to 
all who responded to the readers’ 
survey. We had 87 responses from 

the electronic and paper versions 
combined, which amounts to about 
10% of our membership. This is good! 

Of these 49 respondents are female 
and 38 male with the majority being 
over 50 years of age. Most are living in 
England as can be seen from the graph 
below:

 

      The 2018 
    Readers’ Survey
  By Richard Swann

            OTHER

  N IRELAND  

        WALES

SCOTLAND  

   ENGLAND  78%

7%
9%

5%
1%

Most of you who replied are 
gardeners (63%)  
and 14% are farmers.

This is very helpful feedback to us 
inform the balance of appreciation of 
article themes.

Further, reflecting on the fact 
that most respondents are gardeners, 

you would like to see more articles 
specifically on:

A good proportion of respondents found 
Star and Furrow interesting and on the 
whole were happy with the language, 
layout and length. Although as several 
pointed out there is always space for 
improvement (such as improved proof 
reading, more straightforward language 
and so on). The spread of introductory 
and in depth articles is appreciated.

There were mixed feeling about 
going over to an electronic version 
of Star and Furrow, with over 50% 
preferring it to stay as a printed copy, 
with only 11% asking for an electronic      
  version. However 16% could support     
    both electronic and hard copy version.  
      So there is scope for exploring this 

further.

GARDEN MEMBERSHIP
We asked what sort of topics we should 
address as we launch a special Garden 
Membership. This is summarised in the 
chart below:

Allotment gardening
Biodynamic Preparations
Pest and diseases
Practical gardening and farming
Climate change
Research
Collaborations with like-minded organisations
Nature spirits
Garden/farm profiles

And 
especially 
more articles 
from the 
younger 
generation!

We very much appreciate this valuable  
feedback and will do our best to reflect 
this in forthcoming issues.

Many other questions were in the 
questionnaire regarding events, media 
and general BDA development. These will 
all be carried forward by the Biodynamic 
Association for consideration as we work 
on our strategy for the next 5-10 years. 

Plant 
growing                                        61

Pest 
control                                            54

Technical                        47

Inspirational                     45

Urban 
gardening               33

Garden 
poultry            17

Child 
activities   10

Growing  
for seed   3

         OTHER FEATURES AND ARTICLES 
         MENTIONED 
          CAN BE 
SUMMARISED 
             AS:
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Dear Editor,
The world, as experienced by us humans, appears to be waking up to the deeper consequences of our ways of life. 
It seems that many more people are striving to find ways of living with the Earth rather than simply on it.

Having been active in the Green Party since the 80’s, this goal has been a recurring impulse behind my actions. My appreciation 
of Rudolf Steiner and biodynamics has mainly developed through working at the South Devon and Wynstones schools.

It seems now is an ideal time for the Biodynamic Association to hoist its flag.

The media have latched on to global warming as their No.1 environmental issue – it’s a start – and the BDA has a key insight 
that can help us meet the ecological crisis: the concept of a self-sustaining farm unit.

The changes we are seeing to our climate are a symptom of deeper causes, which I will try to outline in this  
piece – though no doubt there are deeper causes which I am unable to define.

The major causes of Earth’s declining health are:
• Too many humans consuming and then discarding too much matter
• A global economic system that externalises – i.e. ignores – environmental and social costs 
and measures success as growth in financial capital, leading to:
• The dismantling of the web of life – mass species extinction - which threatens to lead to a collapse 
of the diversity which sustains life on Earth
• Too little reverence
• A lack of commitment to living sustainably – especially from politicians.

During my time in the Green Party we discussed many ways of judging whether any proposed activity was ‘sustainable’. 
The only simple statement we came up with (there are many convoluted theories) is whether or not the action being 
considered maintains or enhances biodiversity. 

When I saw Gabriel Kaye at the Triodos AGM (Gabriel employed me to work on Wynstones Health & Safety during her time 
as administrator there) we talked of the world’s challenges and she suggested I write something to Star & Furrow.

To get a better feel for the BDA I looked at the website and in particular the principles behind Biodynamic agriculture. Expecting to 
find the principle of the farm as a single unit, I was surprised that this does not feature in any of the website headlines I found.

This principle – that for a farm to be sustainable it must sustain itself, or buddy up with another farm and act as a single unit – 
is the key to a sustainable life on Earth for humans and therefore, because we dominate this ecosystem, for all life on the planet.

If Biodynamics is to fly its flag, I suggest that the symbol of a self-sustaining unit is writ clear.

As Daniel Quinn points out in his history of human development – presented as the novel ‘Ishmael’ - the ‘developed’ world 
is part of the ‘Taker’ culture, i.e. living our lives for ourselves and taking land away from others to feed a growing 

population: living off others and striving for domination. To be sustainable we must rediscover our ‘Leaver’ culture, 
i.e. living in harmony with other life by recognising limits and affording space for other beings.

The concept of a Biodynamic farm being self-sustaining is a microcosm of what each nation now needs to do: 
control their population and their farming methods so that they can feed their electorate.

Each nation could be like a Biodynamic farm: a unit that does not need inputs from elsewhere. This does not 
mean there would be no trade in food, it is just that each farm/country must be sure that it is not exporting 
its overall ecological impact to someone else.

The issue of what type of farming will also be vital. To feed animals on fodder that is imported, allowing 
intensive ‘farming’ of animals, is unsustainable as well as poor husbandry. Grass fed stock is another matter 
and indeed animal manure is an important component for soil health.

To conclude, biodynamics has so much to offer as a model of sustainable farming/living, in animal treatment, 
recognition of the subtle forces and imparting a sense of purpose and satisfaction for those working with its 

principles.

In one week in April we had David Attenborough’s Netflix programme spelling out some of the problems the planet 
faces, Extinction Rebellion making the news in London and elsewhere and Greta Thunberg imparting her simple wisdom 

to our Parliament.

We feel a change coming on and need all those committed to sustainability to show us what can be done.
Duncan McCanlis
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FROM COWS AND CARBON, to plastic and climate, the 
world is facing big challenges. The global biodynamic 
family has many restorative solutions to offer. But 

we can’t create the scale of movement for change needed 
alone. The Biodynamic Association’s new Director of 
Communications, Dr Paul Rainger, looks at some of the 
partnerships and alliances the Association has forged with 
others to campaign for environmental change in the UK.

As I was joining the Biodynamic Association team at the 
beginning of the year, the Association was joining up with the 
Eating Better organisation (www.eating-better.org). 

Eating Better is an alliance of over 50 organisations 
working to accelerate action for less but better quality meat 
and dairy for our health, the environment, animal welfare 
and social justice. It’s an issue close to the hearts of many 
biodynamic farmers. High welfare livestock systems are a vital 
part of restoring ecosystems and maintaining soil fertility. So 
we have to be clear. It’s industrial farming practices that are 
the problem, not the farm’s animals.

This alliance is just one of many the Biodynamic 
Association has fostered over the years, largely focusing on 
food and farming of course, but also reaching out to the wider 
environmental movement such as marine conservation, genetic 
modification and sustainable eco-living.

Pressure for more sustainable farming practises 
has never been greater, and we lobby for change with a 
number partners, such as the Sustainable Food Trust (www.
sustainablefoodtrust.org) set up by Biodynamic Association’s 
Patron, Patrick Holden, in response to the worsening human 
and environmental crises that are associated with the vast 
majority of today’s food and farming systems.

Other partners who share our vision for food and 
farming systems which nourish the health of the planet 
and its people include Sustain (www.sustainweb.org) who 
advise and negotiate with governments and regulatory 
agencies to ensure that legislation and policies on food and 
agriculture are socially and environmentally responsible. While 
Agricology (www.agricology.co.uk) is collaboration of farmers 
and researchers sharing knowledge to promote practical, 
sustainable and profitable agricultural systems.

A newer collaboration is Whole Health Agriculture 
(www.wholehealthag.org) raising awareness of the benefits 
of holistically produced food and empowering farmers and 
growers to see their farm as a whole that is healthy when in 
balance within itself, and in harmony with its environment.

The Biodynamic Association is also a member of the 
GM Freeze (www.gmfreeze.org) umbrella campaign opposing 
the patenting of genetic resources and campaigning for a 
moratorium on genetically modified food and farming in the 
UK. And of course we offer people the practical alternative of 
open pollinated biodynamic and organic seeds through the 
Seed Co-Operative (www.seedcooperative.org.uk). 

The Biodynamic Association strays off land and into 
marine conservation with its membership of Marinet (www.
marinet.org.uk) while the power of positive shopping and 
sustainable local social enterprise is the order of the day at 
Blue Patch (www.bluepatch.org).

The world needs change. Your membership of the 
Biodynamic Association doesn’t just support the restorative 
solutions offered by the biodynamic movement globally, it is 
also part of a much wider alliance of partners campaigning for 
positive environmental change in the UK.

Food, Farming and Fish - 
a movement for change
                                              By Paul Rainger
                                            (Director of communications and fundraising with the BDA)
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Biodynamic Agricultural College

SUSTAINABLE FARMING AND GARDENING 
WORK BASED & DISTANCE LEARNING 

www.bdacollege.org.uk

.
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NEW FOR 
2019/20

RUSKIN MILL TRUST 
training programmes
interdisciplinary programmes for 
professional and personal development 

goetheanscience
programme
The Ruskin Mill Trust Goethean science programme is designed to help you develop a knowledge 
and understanding of the Goethean method as a way of observation and research through taught 
modules. In addition it can help you to engage with the Goethean method in observational practice and 
contemplative practice. Of particular interest to Biodynamic practitioners and educators. Cost: £180

DATES AND VENUES: 16/17 Nov, The Field Centre (Nailsworth); 8 /9 Feb, The Life Science Centre 
(near Edinburgh);  25/26 April, The Castelliz Centre (Pembrokeshire)

PRINCIPAL TUTORS: Dr Judyth Sassoon, Dr Troy Vine, Simon Reakes, MSc
APPLICATION: info@rmlt.org.uk | www.thefieldcentre.org.uk

growing the land, growing people 
biodynamic course 
catherinegraceschool
This new and innovative Biodynamics course will help you to develop a therapeutic relationship to 
the earth and the human being. It weaves the core principles and practices of Biodynamics together 
with Ruskin Mill Trust’s Practical Skills Therapeutic Education method. The course will be of interest to 
educators, potential teachers, and other interested persons. Cost: donation

DATES: 28 Sep 2019, 19 Oct, 30 Nov, Jan 11 2020, 22 Feb, 28 Mar, 25 April, 23 May, 13 June, 11 July
VENUE: Helios Medical Centre (Bristol) 

PRINCIPAL TUTORS: Pieter van Vliet, Aonghus Gordon
APPLICATION: info@rmlt.org.uk | www.thefieldcentre.org.uk

integrative health
Applied AnthroMedicine Training 
This 6-module course* explores key AnthroMedicine principles and concepts in an accessible, practical 
way. Using an innovative systematic approach, participants will learn a new way of looking at the 
individual in health and illness, and plan effective individualised therapeutic interventions. Suitable for 
health professionals, social care professionals, therapists, and other interested persons. Cost: £1200

DATES: 7/8 Sept 2019 - March 2020
VENUES: Murtle Estate (Aberdeen), Argent College (Birmingham)

PRINCIPAL TUTORS: Dr Stefan Geider, Dr Aileen Primrose 
APPLICATION: admin@cwt.scot  | www.camphillwellbeing.org.uk

* the course is delivered by Camphill 
Wellbeing Trust in collaboration with 
Ruskin Mill Trust and Weleda UK  

www.florisbooks.co.uk

GLOBAL HIVE
What the bee crisis teaches us 
about building a sustainable world

HORST KORNBERGER
More than a study of bees, Global Hive is a 
thought-provoking philosophical treatise on 
what colony collapse teaches us about our 
society, our choices and how we can build a 
more sustainable world.

paperback  |  144 pages  |  £14.99   

THE SECRETS OF BEES
An insider’s guide  
to the life of honeybees

MICHAEL WEILER
From exploring their life cycle and 
development, to revealing their societies and 
behaviour, expert biodynamic beekeeper 
Michael Weiler offers a fascinating look at 
the secret life of bees.

paperback  |  160 pages  |  £9.99

Order from the BDA shop or direct from florisbooks.co.uk | 0845 370 0067

Visit florisbooks.co.uk for a full list of our books on biodynamics

 
NEW  

BIODYNAMICS AND BEES
SENSITIVE BEEKEEPING
Practicing vulnerability and non-
violence with your backyard beehive

JACK BRESETTE-MILLS
This useful volume seeks to equip and 
encourage small-scale beekeepers to tend 
their hives with compassion and confidence, 
promoting beekeeping for the sake of the bee 
rather than for profit.

paperback  |  138 pages  |  £12.99

A BIODYNAMIC MANUAL
Practical instructions  
for farmers and gardeners

PIERRE MASSON
An invaluable daily-use guide for biodynamic 
growers, this fully illustrated manual will 
answer any and all questions about the 
practice and methods of biodynamic farming 
and gardening.

paperback  |  320 pages  |  £14.99
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Bronze garden tools 
www.implementations.co.uk
Tel 02476 392497
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Become part
of it today:
www.biodynamic.org.uk/garden

The Biodynamic Association Conference and AGM 2019

Sat 26 & Sun 27 October - Glass House College, Stourbridge

Health, Harmony and Holism

Don’t miss our inspirational weekend of biodynamics for
the 21st century. For foodies, home gardeners, growers,
farmers and researchers. With top speakers, workshops,
meals and entertainment. Sharing what biodynamics has
to offer the planet, bringing benefits to all.

Tickets available now from £180. Discount for Members.
Bursaries available for agricultural students.

Limited places, so don’t miss out!
Book a place today with Jess: office@biodynamic.org.uk
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AVAILABLE V IA ALL GOOD BOOKSHOPS OR CALL 0845 370 0067

The Two Jesus Boys
CHRISTOPH RAU
£12.99; ISBN 978 1 912230 27 3

From Buddha to Christ
HERMANN BECKH
£12.99; ISBN 978 1 912230 25 9

Buddha’s Life and Teaching
HERMANN BECKH
£16.99; ISBN 978 1 912230 26 6

Shaping Globalization
NICANOR PERLAS
£20; ISBN 978 1 912230 29 7

Jerusalem
YESHAYAHU (JESAIAH) 
BEN-AHARON
£20; ISBN 978 1 912230 24 2

Demons and Healing
ARE THORESEN
£16.99; ISBN 978 1 912230 18 1

Humanity’s Last Stand
NICANOR PERLAS
£20; ISBN 978 1 912230 17 4

Meditations on the Greatest Gift
MICHAEL S. RIDENOUR
£12.99; ISBN 978 1 912230 31 0

The Seat of the Soul
YVAN RIOUX
£16.99; ISBN 978 1 912230 23 5

Tongues of Flame
DAWN LANGMAN
£25; ISBN 978 1 912230 30 3

www.templelodge.com 



Please support all our advertisers.
They are leading the way promoting more

biodynamic-organic goods in our shops.

Don’t
forget

to
mention

Star &
Furrow
when
you

order!

www.clearspring.co.uk

Discover Clearspring’s
Demeter range at:

Albury Organic Vineyard
is situated in the beautiful
Surrey Hills. The vines
are the traditional
Champagne varietals of
Chardonnay, Pinot Noir
and Meunier, producing
English wine of the
highest quality. Visitors
welcome at weekends.
www.alburyvineyard.com Biodynamic Beef & Lamb

Buy direct from Lordswood
biodynamic family farm in South
Devon all year round.
Also supplying pedigree breeding
stock and seasonal Oats & Hay.
Call Tristan Bertie 01548 550592
Lordswood.biodynamics@btinternet.com

Don’t go to your grave without
trying this bread!

“It's taken me until I'm 55 to find
your really nice organic gluten-free
breads - I could have died and gone

to heaven!” - Polly

Artisan Bread Organic

Isn’t it time you tried it too?
Nationwide delivery

www.artisanbread-abo.com

Stay in the Dark Sky Park at
Scroggie Hall Biodynamic Farm
Enjoy 150 acres, hills, wood and

wildlife in our small self-
contained bothy: shared living-
sleeping up to 4, kitchen area,
shower, toilet, wood-burning

stove, and telescopes to observe.
Organic eggs for breakfast!

Call for rates: 01644-420812

England’s oldest biodynamic
vineyard, the first to win an award
for a biodynamic English wine,
celebrates its 40th birthday in 2019.

Director
Sophie
Balmer
receiving a
2018 silver
medal from
Oz Clarke.

Buy a bottle or book a tour online:
www.englishorganicwine.co.uk

Our 70 acre Norfolk biodynamic
farm offers a range of land based
and craft workshops to tenants and
service users. We also produce for
Michelin star restaurants, market
stalls and shops within Norfolk.
Contact us for information:

office@thornagehall.co.uk
01263 860305

30 Years of Thornage Hall

The
Market
Place

Your one stop shop
for the very best

Biodynamic-Organic
goods and services

20 Years in Seaweed Nutrition

Please email Geoff Hurst info@seagreens.co.uk
with any queries or call 01444 400403
www.seagreens.co.uk

In daily use to restore micronutrient
balance and in nutrition therapy, Seagreens
leads research on our native seaweeds
in weight regulation, sugar imbalances,
digestion, iodine and mineral sufficiency,
balancing dietary salt and general nutrition.
Seaweed products for practitioners,
consumers, and farmers. BDA Certified.

Lifeforce Organics is a company
based in Stroud, in the heart of the
Cotswolds. They source certified
organic nuts and seeds, which they
then activate to release the
enzymes locked within, making
the nutrients more available for
absorption by the body. They have
an expanding range of nuts and
seeds, trail mixes & nut butters
launching this spring.

www.lifeforceorganics.co.uk

Try our Biodynamic Peat-Free
range for successful plant growth

Seed Multipurpose
Potting Coir

More information visit our shop
www.fertilefibre.com

Or ring us: 01432-853111

Approved by the
Biodynamic Association

Help us get more
Biodynamic products

in shops

Ask in store for
Biodynamic products

and look for our
logos on the packet
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Please support all our advertisers.
They are leading the way promoting more

biodynamic-organic goods in our shops.

Don’t
forget

to
mention

Star &
Furrow
when
you

order!

www.clearspring.co.uk

Discover Clearspring’s
Demeter range at:

Albury Organic Vineyard
is situated in the beautiful
Surrey Hills. The vines
are the traditional
Champagne varietals of
Chardonnay, Pinot Noir
and Meunier, producing
English wine of the
highest quality. Visitors
welcome at weekends.
www.alburyvineyard.com Biodynamic Beef & Lamb

Buy direct from Lordswood
biodynamic family farm in South
Devon all year round.
Also supplying pedigree breeding
stock and seasonal Oats & Hay.
Call Tristan Bertie 01548 550592
Lordswood.biodynamics@btinternet.com

Don’t go to your grave without
trying this bread!

“It's taken me until I'm 55 to find
your really nice organic gluten-free
breads - I could have died and gone

to heaven!” - Polly

Artisan Bread Organic

Isn’t it time you tried it too?
Nationwide delivery

www.artisanbread-abo.com

Stay in the Dark Sky Park at
Scroggie Hall Biodynamic Farm
Enjoy 150 acres, hills, wood and

wildlife in our small self-
contained bothy: shared living-
sleeping up to 4, kitchen area,
shower, toilet, wood-burning

stove, and telescopes to observe.
Organic eggs for breakfast!

Call for rates: 01644-420812

England’s oldest biodynamic
vineyard, the first to win an award
for a biodynamic English wine,
celebrates its 40th birthday in 2019.

Director
Sophie
Balmer
receiving a
2018 silver
medal from
Oz Clarke.

Buy a bottle or book a tour online:
www.englishorganicwine.co.uk

Our 70 acre Norfolk biodynamic
farm offers a range of land based
and craft workshops to tenants and
service users. We also produce for
Michelin star restaurants, market
stalls and shops within Norfolk.
Contact us for information:

office@thornagehall.co.uk
01263 860305

30 Years of Thornage Hall

The
Market
Place

Your one stop shop
for the very best

Biodynamic-Organic
goods and services

20 Years in Seaweed Nutrition

Please email Geoff Hurst info@seagreens.co.uk
with any queries or call 01444 400403
www.seagreens.co.uk

In daily use to restore micronutrient
balance and in nutrition therapy, Seagreens
leads research on our native seaweeds
in weight regulation, sugar imbalances,
digestion, iodine and mineral sufficiency,
balancing dietary salt and general nutrition.
Seaweed products for practitioners,
consumers, and farmers. BDA Certified.

Lifeforce Organics is a company
based in Stroud, in the heart of the
Cotswolds. They source certified
organic nuts and seeds, which they
then activate to release the
enzymes locked within, making
the nutrients more available for
absorption by the body. They have
an expanding range of nuts and
seeds, trail mixes & nut butters
launching this spring.

www.lifeforceorganics.co.uk

Try our Biodynamic Peat-Free
range for successful plant growth

Seed Multipurpose
Potting Coir

More information visit our shop
www.fertilefibre.com

Or ring us: 01432-853111

Approved by the
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Help us get more
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Ask in store for
Biodynamic products
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logos on the packet
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The original

One sold every 
23 seconds 
worldwide

Cleaner Beauty since 1921

BIODYNAMIC 
CARE FOR 

BIODYNAMIC 
HANDS.

THE BEST KEPT SKINCARE 
SECRET SINCE 1926:

100% certifi ed natural

Replenishes hands, 
elbows, knees and heels

Protects skin from 
drying out

Skin Food is made with the 
fi nest organic ingredients 
such as soothing calendula, 

farmed biodynamically in the 
same way you work the land. 

Weleda Skin Food contains 
sustainably sourced and wholly 

natural ingredients without 
artifi cial additives of any kind. 

Fans from every walk of life swear 
by its incredible power to protect 

and nourish dry or rough skin.
#weledaskinfoodie

Available from Holland & Barrett, 
Waitrose, Boots, independent 
health stores and pharmacies 

or weleda.co.uk


